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Officials Expect Light
Turnout At Local Polls
Calloway County election officials
John Ed Scott in the Democratic
are expecting a light turnout as local
Primary.
citizens trek to the polls tomorrow to
Chrisman isn't the only Independent
vote in the Nov.8 General Election.
running for public office tomorrow"There probably won't be 35 to 40
Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy Ted
percent out, I'm afraid. I _hope I'm
Alexander is seeking to win as an
wrong though," Marvin Harris, Independent against Democratic
Catteway County court clerk said.
nominee Max Morris, who is currently
*
Around 50 percent-of the county's
Calloway County'scoroner.
eli$ible voters turned out for the May
Republicans will also be spotted on
primary, Harris said. He indicated that
the ballot. Three GOP hopefuls are
was a marked. contract from lastNovember when some 75 percent tithe
Breakfast Friday
county's elegible voters turned out for
the Presidential election.
We do expect a larger turnout in
Murray," Harris said. He indicated a
4
city wide mayor's race has sparked
THIRD STRAIGHT — Calloway County High School's Laker Speech Team captured its third straight competition
interest within the city limits, but invictory Saturday. Russellville captured second place. Pictured are varsity members of the winning speech team,
dicated that interest may not flow over
who collected trophies and plaques for,the victnry..
into county precincts.
Stiff Pttotah Lowell Atchtey
ffarris emphasized too that the city of
s
Murray now has two "new" precinctsFriends of the late Congressman
Precinct Nine and Precinct Ten.
Frank A. Stubblefield are planning a
Precinct Nine voters will cast their
"dutch treat" breakfast at Holiday Inn
ballots in the Army Reserve Building
Friday morning, November 11, at 7:30
on Center Drive near Perkins Pancake
a.m. at assist in establishing a
House. Precinct Ten voters go to the
memorial schoarship at Murray State
Natty Recruiting Office ir) Set-Aire
University in his honor. Reservations
ShoppiniCenter.
for the breakfast should be made with
Some 16,290 county voters are
Mancil Vinson, director of Alumni
registered for the upcoming election.
Affairs at MSU.
In its third stra
Members placing second were: Pacd.
.ight tournament
-- Iiolines _Ellis, Ille-lanattadriend of
County next Saturday. On November.- According to.Harris, 14,867 Derriocrats:_
are-Signed up,882 RepUblicani, and 538
victory, the Ciao-way County "High
Guy, broadcasting;, Chuck Williams Stubblefield and keneraT Manager of
19,they Will Compete at Bullitttentral,
and others.
School Laker Speech Team exploded to extemporaneous speaking; KIM Kemp,
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
one of the Most outstanding tour=
Polling
places
open at 6_ a.m. and
break the 500 point mark and wipe out
prose; Craig Redden,analysis-of public
Growers Association, is chiarman of
!laments
close at6 p.m.
all other opposition.
address; and Earl Brown,storytelling.
the "Friends of Stubblefield" ComContrary to a trend in the heavily
Laker members winning,third place
Calloway totaled 503- sweepstakes
mittee. Ellis was mayor of Murray for
Democratic Purchase Area, there are
were: Gail Tucker, oratory; Danny
points, almost 200 points ahead of
16 years, 1958-1974.
races in Calloway County.
Kingins, storytelling; Dale Finney,
second place Russellville with 307
Persons in Murray, Calloway County
Probably the--most- hotly --contested- -arid the First Congressional District are
analysis of public address; and Tammy
points. Warren Central was third with
_
and most- -talked about- race here pits
Feltner, dramatic interpretation' and
206 paints. The Calloiiiay junior varsity
invited to attend Thebreakfast if they
„
The_murray_Highschoolspeechalb__ Pocratic nominee 1;11... _ Melvin
team, composed of freshmen received ow acting.
would like to aksist in the tribute to theHenley
-against
Independent
H. Ed
paiticipated in the Union Cotinty
fourth place.Fifteen schools coinpetecT.- - Coach Larry England expressed his
life and achievements of this
Chrisman in a race to determine who
pleasure with the victory but added,
Speech Tournament held this past
Calloway received more than half of
distinguished statesman and citizen of
order for the learn
_ continue
weekend. _ _
will serve as the city's mayor for the
Murray,a spokeiman said today.
the individual trophies offered. The
the
neittiour years.
competing at tournaments throughout
Students -receiving -awardsThe Hon: Frank- Albert-Snstablefield;Laker speakers received first place In
Henley beat current Murray Mayor
following:
the state, money for tournament exwho served 16 years in the United
eight out of 11 events offered. Team
Kim Alley and Mark Austin, first
States Congress, died Friday, October
penses such as entry_fees and tranmembers winning first were: Karen
14. At the time _of_ his death he was a
Edwards•-analysis of public address. sportation is...ne.eded. In an _effort to _ place in _duet-acting; 'Debbie Geurin,
Second
'
--place
In
inof the Murray State Thfard of
Member
_
dramatic
raise
llIg
tharinoneY
is
and'oratory;
'the
tarn
sucker,' exRegents.
•
citrus fruit. The sale- ends today, and . terpretation; Mike Pitts, third place in
-temporaneou9 speaking; Luana Colson,
By coincideoce, the _breakfast will be. _.
humorous _ interpretation; Sheila. anyone who wishes to buy some_ fruit, prose interpretation; Donna Bailey,
Robyn Burke, Mary Morris, and Kent
held on the old "Armistice Day"
and support the team can call the
Darnell, prose; Lesa Hoke, dramatic
November 11. now known as "Veterns
• _Harmon, reached.final round in their
interpretation; - Ginger Mitchell,- solo - school today."
Day." Stubblefield was Wilunded at-Sea. I
respective events.
The Lakers will travel to Trig-4
acting; and Celisa Curd, poetry. —
May 8, 1945, when his Liberty Ship, the
-Horace Bemiy, was bit by -a-German
FRANKFORT — Commissioner torpedo. At that time Europe was

vying for a seat on Murray's 12 member
common council.
A one-time popcorn company owner,
Chrisman 63, has repeatedly punched
away at what he calls the two primary
issues in his campaign to stop the
Democratic pick. Chrisman questions
Henley's ability to devote the time
needed to the major's job, and he
See LOCAL ELECTION
Page 12, Column 6

Scholarship In Memory
Of Stubblefield Planned

CCHS Speech Team Wins Third
Sweepstakes In Weekend Meet
MHS Speech
Memb.ers Win

City Gafage---

Funds Okayed
In Frankfort

At Least'37 Killed

Clean Up Begins Today In
Georgia College Dam Disaster
that broke above Toccoa Falls was one
TOCCOA,Ga.(AP)— The campus of
of 84 such earthen embankments in
a small, northeastern Georgia college
Georgia that had been declared highlay in ruins after an earthen dam broke
hazard darns by the U.S. Army Corps of
and sent torrents of water rushing
Engineers.
through the steeping community of
The hazard designation does not
Toccoa.
mean the dams are structurally unsafe
At- least 37 persona, including 20
children, were killed in flooding that
but that if they broke, damage would be
significant, a corps spokesman said.
followed the dam break Sunday morBusbee said federal and state inning. Two others were reported
spections were being made of other
missing.
"I believe that sometimes God allows
dams in northern Georgia to prevent
'
another disaster.
Satan to do things, hoping to discourage
us, and we are tested in that way," said o First lady Rosalynn Carter, a
Bob Harner of Ravenna, Ohio, who
Georgia native, flew to the community
gathered with other mourners for a
from Washington Sunday. She told
TocCoa's 9000 residents and the Bible
candlelight service on the ravaged
Toccoa Falls Bible College campus. His
College students that President Carter
wife and 2-year-old son died in the flood.
had promised federal assistance.
Gov. George Busbee inspected the
Crews worked into the night searching for victims and cleaning up
damage and said later that the dam

House Plants To Be Topic At
Luncheon At Library Thursday
The second in a series of informative
and entertaining programs presented
at the CalldWay County Public Library
during the noon hour is scheduled for
Thursday, November 10 from 12:00
noon to 1:00 p.m.

Lunch, consisting of spaghetti served
with a special. shrimp and mushroom
sauce, garlic bread, and desert and
drink will be served. The recipe for the
main dish is a specialty of Mesdames
Crouse and Dunn. The meal will be 50
cents per person.
The event will feature a demonMrs. Velva Maupin, staff member of
stration of "The Care of House Plants
the library, will help coordinate the
and their Decorative Value." Ann
program. She asked that due to the
Watson, Jennifer Crouse and Cindy
large attendance at last month's lunDunn, owners of The Bamboo Garden,
cheon, and limited seating facilities, all
will present the program. They will
persons should make a special effort to
explain the proper way to feed, water,
make reservations by calling 753-2288
repot flowers and give other infor the luncheon by Wednesday,
formatibn on how to keep plants healthy
November 9,at 2:00 p.m.
and attractive.
"Information on plant care has been
In addition, they will illustrate k _requested by many people, therefore,
Variety of plant groupings used as floor
we are pleased to offer this special
and table accessories for interior
program and have on display a great
decorating. Both plants and accessories
number of books and Materials relating
from The Bamboo Garden will be used
to this subject," commented Margaret
in OW deinbristration, All three
Trevathan, Librarian. She further
proprietors have had considerable
addckt that- eVeryone is welcome te
training and experience in this field.
attend.

debris. The.community . Was without
electricity or natural gas servicebecause of damage to major
distribution lines. Water was scarce,
some of it carriedintothe city by neighboring residents. Officials said they
expected the college to remain closed
for at least a week.
Weakened by two days of heavy rain,
the dam — which held back tons of
water in an 80-acre lake above the
scenic Toccoa Falls — gave way about
1:30 a.m.

Ralph Ed Graves, Department for
Local Government, today annOttriced
approval of an application for Area
Development Funds to the City of
Murray for construction of a facility to
be based as a public works garage and
central purchasing warehouse.
Purchase Area Development District
recommended use of $34,875 of its-Area
Development Fund allocation for this
project. Additional funding of $35,125 is
to be provided by the City of Murray,
through in-kind work and revenue
. ,
sharing funds.
Construction will provide 1,000
square-feet for warehousing, -.2,900
square-feet for a central garage and
office space, employe's' lounge,
restrooms, a first aid room and locker
r001113.

Proposed` highway construction will
soon force the city to abandon its
existing garage facility on 641 N..
The _water picked up speed as it
Area Development Funds are made
dropped over the 186-foot falls and available through action initiated by
smashed into the valley, demolishing or. Gov. Julian Carroll and passed by the
severely damaging at least a dozen .1976 legislature, with $12 million
houses and some 15 mobile homes. Most allocated for the biennium.
of the damage occurred in the low-1‘ne
Final authorization is made by the
Executive Department for Finance and
See DISASTER
Administration following a technical
Page 12, Column 5
review of each project.

inside today
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The nation's fourth-rated cross country team, East
Tennessee, defeated the nation's ninth-rated team,
Murray State, to win the OVC Cross Country Championships. Also three Murray High players were named to
the All-WKC football team, the MSU Racers were jotted
13-0 by Austin Peay, and Karen Weis along with Yvonna
Utley are the new doubles champions in the OVC. For all
the details,sce the sports section of today's edition.

mostly
cloudy
Mostly cloudy and a little
cooler tonight, low in the mid 50s
to low 6bs. Partly sunny and
warm Tuesday, high in the mid to
upper701....„.

today's index
Classifieds
Crosswords
Comics -----Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Farm Page
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

10,11
10
10
12
9
._2
3
2,3
4
6,7,8

County Woman Is
Charged In Paducah
Paducah Polite have charged a
'Calloway County woman in connection
with what _ authorities believe to be a
three-state prescription ring.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department arrested Stacy Brandon Elkins,
19, Route 1, Almo, with warrants from
Paducah Police charging Mrs. Elkins
with passing.a forged prescription on
Schedule II narcotics.
Mrs. Elkins also faces similar
charges in Calloway County, according
to Deputy Ted Alexander. Arrested in
connection with the case last week were
Marty W. Wilson, 19, Route 1, Almo,
and Rita Knight, Almo, who faces
charges in Illinois.
Mrs. Elkins is out on two $2,500 bonds,
Alexander said,

Kiwanians Hear
Dr. Joseph Rose
- -Murray --Kiwaaliter- were told - at
recent meeting that if for no other
reason, a revision of the state constitution will -save the. taxpityeus.„
money. ,
•
Di.. Joseph Rose, speaker, said that
bonds backed by the state's_resources
command lower interset rates than
revenue producing bonds. The„latter
are the only kinds'kentucki's present
Constitution will legally permit to be
issued - because or a tiriait on endebtedness by the state.
•-A number et the present---ten-stitution's probisions are ignored
simply because today's conditions are
not being met by the 1892 constitution,",
stated Dr. Rose. "Such things as local.
income taxes and local home rule by
counties and cities are forbidden."
continued Rose."These items are being
bypassed by more and more cities with
the courts not really acting to prevent
their occurrence".
The language of the current constitution is obsolete, often being cow
tradictory; and contains legislation for
or against special interests," the
speaker said.
"The cost of holding a constitutional
convention wil be much less than the
cost of interest paid on bonds sold in
recent years under the old constitution," continued Dr. Rose.
Dr. Rose urged everyone to vote their
felings on the constitutional convention
issue so that the branches of the state
government will know the wishes of the
people of the state.

Gina Herndon Crowned
Miss Rangerette Sunday
Gina Herndon was crowned Miss
and Larry Cunningham. Lisa twirled a
Rangerette 1977 at the Sixth Annual
baton as her talent and is twelve years
Pageant held Sunday afternoon,
old.
November 6, at the Woodmen of the
Tabitha Johnson, age eight, captured
World Hall. Gina won the crown over
the -.talent award with her baton
thirteen contestants, ages eight to
twirling. She is the daughter of Don and
• fifteen, who took part in the modeling,
Canna Johnson.
question-answer, and talent comOther finalists in the pageant were
petition.
Kim Green, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
She is the nine year old daughter of
Kenny Green; Michele McDougal,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D:Herndon of 1620
daughter of Carol McDougal and Mike
Kirkwood, Murray, and performed a
McDougal;
Tammy
Davidson,
baton twirling routine as her talent
daughter of Randi Davidson and Tom
presentation.
Davidson; and Mitzi McDougal,
All thirteen contestants were
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
members of the Rangerettes of the
McDougal.
Woodmen Of the World and the pageant
All contestants received a flag set,
- Was 'sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
compliments of Woodmen of the World.
Sorority with Judy Scruggs serving as
The winner and,runners-up received a
chairperson. Martha Andrus, also a
trophy and a bouquet of flowers
member of the sorority, served as
donated by Gene & Jo's Florist. Judges
Mistress of Ceretrithiles: 'were Woodmen thernberrfrarnrbilTifor—A
First runner-up to Miss Herndon wag
town.
„
Vonnie Hays, ten year old daughter of
Angela Jean Manning, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays. Her talent
Rangerette of 1976, crowned the winner
was a tap dance.
this year, and also presented Spatial
-Second runner-up was List Cure- -selections oty-thepiano-eti-the*want
iiingham, daughter of Sara Alexander. on Sunday.
•

4—

celebrating the Allied Victory over
Germany.
The Paducah Sun-Democrat in a teed
editoral on October 18 said of Mr.
Stubblefield: "Frank A. Stubblefield
was a good man. . . The epople of the
First Congressional District were good
to Frank Albert Stubblefield in his
lifetime, and he was good to the people
of the First District."
- The "Friends of Frank A. Stubblefield" committee have stated that
their plans are simply to give the
citizens of the First District an opportunity to create a modest and
permanent memorial in the form of a
Scholarship in his memory,

Ss 41.
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Down Concord Way----

heat Secsi

Beauty Of Area Countryside
Is Praised; Visitors Here

,kzVw,t.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1977
What .kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what iNov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Strong -indication of gains
the stars say, read the forecast
through past. efforts- - A -good
given for your birth Sign. .
period, too, for launching new
all
Study
enterprises.
ARIES
•
suggestions carefully, however.
Mar. 21 to AIX% 20)
1,.f
You are at a point where you CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ve/
can assert your views and
Mixed influences. Confusion
succeed at pioneering efforts.
-you-are-not on
Many are receptive and gain is
guard. Do not let slight
indicated.
misunderstandings blow into a
TAURUS
storm. Use your wits.
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Here is a splendid day for AQUARIUS
"Ow
handling both routine matters i Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid a: -tendency- tiworcl
and unusual undertakings,New
advances indicated in projects unconventionality. Don't join
which have been standing still. those who are indiscreet or who
are needlessly taking risky
GEMINI
chances Think!
tMay 22 to June.21)
Don't lose confidence in your PISCES
X
Feb. 20 to Mar. 26)
ability to produce the results
few
A
7
delicate
spots.
temporarily
you
want
even
if
.
stymied. Keep trying. Some Carefully document realities,
dandy advantages on your side! possibilities, and do not fear to
tackle a likely proposition - no
CANCER
0 matter how "far out" it may
June 22 to July 23) 485
Don't involve yourself in seem at first. activities in which you are not
YOU BORN TODAY are
particularly interested just to
please another. There are some endowed with a dynamic persuggestions you should reject. sonality, boundless ambition
and a tremendous intensity of
LEO
tpirit. All these'qualities, of
July 24 to Aug. 23) 4i6
From out of the nowhere may course, are valuable assets with
come an "odd" suggestion. No which to further your objectives
harm in evaluating its but your forcefulness could
possibilities: It may pave the keep family and business
way toward a broader avenue to associates in a constant state of
success.
turmoil. You also have a strong
VIRGO
Oft of leadership and, if amen,
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IfP$v would make an outstanding
Excitement or anxiety could business executive or comtop mander in any branch of the
be detrimental to
achievement. Be contained. armed forces. lf a woman, you
Direct energies constructively. are'-likely -to be the family -Study new bends.
matriarch, whatever Your age, LIBRA
ft e't and almost certainly are
(Sept. 24tb Oct. 23)-Ti=4,
destined to lead community
Tact and finesse will help you enterprises, political clubs or
to attain ends you cannot any organizatinn involving the
achieve with force. Discount welfare `of large 'groups of
rumors, seek truths, avoid persons. Your financial acumen
indecisiveness.
is rernaskable and this fact,
ORPIOteamed with your -Soaring
we
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
ambitions, should bring you a
Several avenues of activity consideLatile
amount,_- -•of Be'seIettiVe- Material sticcesi.11irthdate of:will be Ofiefi
in-your choice. Don't waste time Katharine Hepburn;noted stage
on unproductive undertakings. and film star.
•
-

Tuesday Only!Singer Brand

Sewing Notions
Belts
Needles - Bobbins Oil - Bulbs

-1/4 OFF TUES. ONLY

•

COMPANY

GuAi
•••
•
•
•
•

Cd•se- If

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

tonite's movies

Homemakers, Clubs will
meet as follows: Coldwater
with Mrs. Ralph Bennett and
New Concord with Mrs.
Cyrtice Cook at one p.m.,
Countryside with Claudia
Carson, and New Providence
and Paris Road, with places
not announced.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 1:30 p.m.

ri

IThru Tues.

"Day Of
4 The
Animals"

1010Chestnut

L

fltria Wed.

Now

1

7:30
Only

641N Central flr

7:30
Only

Now

teacher from Fort Worth, pleasant dreams."
''Otis Lovins' picture, and
Texas, came to visit in Ken-,
tuckyand:TquiesKe while her writeup about the old home
brother, Lloyd- Spiceland and _place probably -aroused. the
wife were here from interest of the wrong people.
The old tall pot bellied cast'
Michigan.
I realize that we have many iron heating stove which
acquaintances in the hospital-. opened at front was stolen
Among them are Miss Erin with pipes from the old front
Montgomery, Mrs. Lenore room. The stove had been in
Jones, Mrs. Etha Bailey, and old Sulphur Spring Methodist
many others. But we realize, Church and was given` to
also, that while some patients Rainey Lovins for his in-,
need company, others require stalling gas heat at the church
quietude, so we do not visit. years ago. The stove had
But we "do know how to sentimental value to the
sympathize with those unable family.
•, •

If you'd like to.Jose weight
before the holidays —
Why not join the crowd?

Call Now
For Your
Free Trial Visit

UNITED
FIGURE
SALON
•

Dixieland Center
753-6§81

Dexter Senior Citizens will
not meet due to election.

Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Gary
Marquardt as chairman of the
hostesses.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Evening circles of First
United -Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. Gary Hohman, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Maurice Ryan, and Wesleyan
with Mrs. Roy Folsom, all at
7:30 p.m.
Lynn
Grove
United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at two p.m.

/-

it Funny!

44

sustained and soothed
and shop associates.
By an unfaltering trust,
The Robert Bucys, now of
Murray, spent some days in approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the
Michigan with their daughter,
drapery of his couch
Linda, who had surgery.
-MComeltalthts,setirect About him,and lies down to

Wednesday, November 9 Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet with Mrs. Nettie Beach
at 1:30 p.m.

Murray Star Chapter No.
Mason's Chapel United
433 Order of the Eastern Star Methodist Church Women
will
will meet at the lodge hall at meet at seven p.m.
7:30 pin.

Ohl
"
Is

His chamber in the silent

Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.

Hello,stranger

641 N Central CU

Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lovins

spent a weekend Teeeptly • in halls of death,
Thou go not, like the quarry
Chattanooga, Tn., after Oury
slave
at night,
reunion
in
had enjoyed a
Scourged to his dungeon, but
Michigan with former friends

Utility Cedar

For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

1008 Chestnut

colors along the highway.
"Poems are made by fools
like men

Monday,November 7
Wednesday,November 9
Tuesday,November 8
Calloway County Band ., First United Methodist
. Homemakers Clubs will But only God can make a
Boosters Club will meet in the Women's Bazaar will be from meet as follows: Pacers with tree."
band room of the high school 'ten a.m. to four p.m. with Wilma Beatty at 9:30 a.m.:
But people can plant trees,
at seven p.m. All parents and various booths open all day. Harris Grove with Mrs. and I never mewl.° silently
interested persons from all Turkey luncheon will be Herman Jones at one p.m.; thank who ever planted the
elementary schools and the served at eleven a.m. and South Pleasant Grove with lovely maples I see on Conhigh school are urged to at- twleve noon with tickets at two Vickie Washer at 1:30 p.m.; cord school ground.
tend.
A marble statue, as a
artist
be Pottertown at Colonial House
dollars,
but
at ten a.m.
memorial, is not near so
pruchased in advance.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
Hazel Senior Citizens will complimentary, I Think, as a
A.M. will meet at 7;30 p.m. at
MSU Women's Society meet at the Hazel Community lovely tree would be.
the lodge hall, Highway 121 Christnias Craft Show for Center at one p.m. with a film
A former Concord teacher,
North.
members only, will be at seven from the Public Library to be Mrs. Dewey Parks, and
husband called one evening.
p.m. in Community Room of shown.
Groups of First Baptist Peoples Branch Bank, North
Their only daughter live in
All-day seminar for high
Church Women *ill meet as 12th and Chestnut Streets.
school.students on leadership
follows: Lottie Moon in church
enhancement and developparlor and liathleen Jones in
Murray Branch of AAUW
Lydian_ c,lass room. _ both at _ will -meet -at -the, home- -of ment_ will be from eight a.m._
6:30 p.m. - prior to World Melodeon Hicks at Hardin at to 4:30-p.m. in Racer Room,
sTthTId'ssaiilt
Stewart Stadium, MSU. No
Missions Conference at seven
shops have taken to a
7:30p.m.
charge.
p.m.
display idea that is equally
adaptable to homes - and at
First Baptist Church Senior Murray Branch AA
low cost, too.
UR
'
Coldwater United Methodist Adult Fellowship will have a
They:ix using unfinished
Church Women will meet at
potluck luncheon at the home To Meet, Hicks Home wood, such as Utility or No. 3
seven p.m.
of the lir-BiLl_Sibiktaker
gradr_wrsiern red __crslar,.
The Murray Branch of the handsome.
warm-hued
and Mrs. Whittaker at twelve
Chapter M of P.E.O. will noon.
American Association of backdrops for their wares.
meetotthe borne of Mrs. A. C-.
University Wilincit will meet Knotsand other blemishesaddLa Follette at 7:30 p.m. with
Tuesday, November 8, at 7:30 unobtrusively to the wood's'
Christian
of
Groups
members to bring items for
p.m. at the home of Melodeon charm.
Low-grade boards in cliannel _
the annual -stitch-in' and Women's Fellowship of First Hicks at Hardin.
411
itattemlend.a.
stirring' silent auction-.----- .Christian Chureti_wilLmeetai
Alta
PressOrt
will
present
follows: I with Mrs. Helen
heavy, rustic effect. First,apply
the
program
on
"Redesigning black paper or paint, so it's
Bennett,at ten a.m. with Dr."
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Goals of Education."
_visible behind the wood's open
David Roos to give program,
the Health, Center,
-Any.persons interested' in - 1 blemishes.
" •
•
_North IV with Mrs. Bailey Gore at
SeVenth and Olive Streets, at
joining the branch or in
Space
the
boards
slightly
to
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Hobert
seven p.m. This is open to all'
yisiting may -call Margaret intensify this intriguing effect;
Puttoffto give program.
persons
with
family,
Terhune or Emily Wolfson. nail or. glue
emotional, strewing or nerthe
The annual bazaat by
vous problems. For in- United Methodist Women will
formation eel!-Needline.- -.
belleltiTtiesdarrom ten a.nV•
to-four-p.m. The luncheon-will -- —
1. um,"The-Margh-A Quiel
be served at eleven a.m. and
Mystery," will be shown by
twelve noon with advance
National Audoboa Society at
tickets necessary.
the Student Center, Murray
State University, at seven
Palestine Uiilt, Methodist
p.m.
Church Women will meet at

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women wilfmeet at as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
Billington at nine p.m.,
Janelle Doyle Group in church
parlor at 9:30 a.m.; II with
Mrs. R.W. Chruchill at ten
a.m., and HI with Mrs. Bailey
Riggins at two p.m.

Tuesday Is
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

••
•••• •
••••••

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

.The Eva Wall Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m.

SOOME0 °ELLER

Cieee•

•

to be active.,and we hope that
all are recuperating.
Someone wished for the last
verse of "Thanatopsis" by
Bryant. Here it is and a very
good reminder to all:
"So live that when thy
summons comes to join
Concont,
The innumerable caralian
Steve Larkin, son-in-law of
the Willie Smiths, is building a that moves,
To that mysterious realm
spacious new house on a hill
"
where each shall take
near the Smiths'.

fogoslavia where both She
and hit husband are enployed in the embassy.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Geurin
are moving soon into their new
home, the former home of
Lloyd Thompson near New

the church.
.Tuesday..November 8 Freed-Hardeman
AssoMurray TOPS Club will
ciates will meet at seven p.m. meet at Health Center at
in the University Church of seven p.m.
Christ Annex.

Murray Sewing
Center
:el-Air Center 753-5323

HOLLYBfRRY BAZAAR.-Women of the First Presbyterian Church have held
workshop meetings planning for the Hollyberry Bazaar to be held at the church on
,attic botique, etc., will be sold.
Saturday,.November 12. Handmade items, baked goods*
A special feature of this bazaar will be the Hollyberry tearoom with tea, cakes,and coffee being served. Proceeds from the bazaar will be used for charities and missions. Pictured at a recerlt workshop meeting at the church were, left to right, Karen Goetz,Jean
Lindsey, Brenda Marquardt,and Charlotte Gregory.
Staff photo by Lowell Atchley

By Estelle Spleeland October 24..1717 .
Joyce .Kilarer's poem%
"Trees,'," conies to mind
during these beautiful autumn
days when hillsides and
hollows are ablaze with color.
._ Many ,peeple
..to_ the
Smoky Mountains to enjoy the
scenery, but the roadsides of
familiar territory are breath
taking with beauty these days.
The old hills of home are
spectacular as the old hickory
trees, oaks, maples, pines,
cedars,and even the sassafras
bushes and persimmons flaunt
their brilliant colors in the
sunlight.
And memory had painted a
picture bright of Indian
summer splendor in the Land
13-etween the takes, so we
leisurely drove to Dover one
bright afternoon to enjoy the
--glory -of the panorama of _

CLINT EASTWOOD

4
jos
iguUTLAW

—

Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOMfillAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more. a
• -A -V#ELCOMf WAGON raft should be one of the eery
first nice things to happen when you're new here.

Only_

elcomelVatiok

WALLS

ADD A LITTLE SPICE TO YOUR LIFE
WITH CABLE TV.
Murray Cablevision otters an exciting blend of
programming ingredients for ybur
entertainment.
With Cable, you'll enjoy 11 channels brimming
with the full line-up of Network programs and
ABC, CBS and NBC stations from Nashvill4,
only Cable subscribers can receive.
Your TV will come alive'with a fanfare of
; sports, top box office movie attractions, and
'educational, cultural and locnI activities.

Monthly Charge for Cable TV is only $7.50 for
one TV outlet, tax included.

Yes![want Murray Cablevision. Since
I'm ordering-before November 25, 1977 I'll
save.$10.00 on the regular $15 connection
charge. I am aware that the monthly
charge for one TV outlet is just $7.50, tax
included. Please call me for a priority
connection appointment. .
Name_ __

Take advantage of the $5.00 connection
special. Save $10.00 by ordering before
November 25, 1977_
,

.

Address
City

Call 753-5005
Or fill out this coupon and mail it

1tathrywealler4
today!

Home Phone
—
State _
tip and mill this Coupon to.

Apt No

_

_ Zip-

Belau' Shopping Center
§outh 12th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
•
coort,oltes !gavot**, le 1877

CabkViSillt
cYtiurrqs•o:

-

•

'

.

'
-

•
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Former Murray Residents
Are Married For 65 Years

1Deox -41)11-

The following story was
written by Virginia- Garrott
and is being reprinted from
the Mayfield Messenger:

Ode to Ab6y

"The harder the times,
the closer we've stuck
together",say Mr. and Mrs.
T
9cL Turnbow,
swering
question astc
asanwhat they attribute the
success of their sixty-five
years of marriage.

By Abigail Van Buren
11
4...3222.6..4.0.4496-1.4.4swA4.
:Nows•41,
0A0*.r—
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Roses are red,
Rabbis are kosher,
If it weren't for Dear Abby,
We'd all be-mtielt gaudier.
Try that on your Piccolo.

Mr. and Mrs. Turnbow,
who now reside at
MapieweiNI- farms, were
married October 20, 1912,
FRANK KLOCK
by Ilso. Carl Chapman.
They followed the preacher
DEAR FillANK: Your poem arrived during the High
to a dinner invitation near
Holy Days,so I tried it on my ram's born. It was beautiful!
West Fork Church in
Calloway County,•and were
DEAR ABBY: -As far as I'm concerned, that
married there at the home
self-proclaimed "liberated" woman who thou ht her
.117V5
pills-is-can. before the:preadier-weit:

Tina Miller & Angie
Thweatt Are Initiated
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday, November 1, at
the lodge hall with Tina
George as worthy advisor and
Sybil Lasater as mother advisor.
An initiation was held with
the degrees of the order being
conferred upon Tina Miller.
Members present were Tina
George, Deidre Folsom, Angie
Thweatt, Vickey Weatherford,
Rhonda Sledd, Lana Lasater,
and Donna Smith.
Adults present were Sybil
Laster, Marilyn Weatherford,
and Henry Sledd, and Joe
Lasater.
The Assembly met Tuesday,

October 18, with Tina George
as worthy advisor and Twila
Coleman as mother advisor
protejn.
An initiation was held with
the degrees of the order being
conferred upon Angie Thweatt.
n Vella,
Attending were Mae
Star Covey, Rhonda Sledd,
Tina _George, Donna Smite,
.Deidre
. Folsom, Lana Lasater,
Vickey Weatherford, mem-hers,- Henry Sledd; Twila
Coleman, and Sue Thweatt,
adults.
2 The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, November 15,
at seven p.m. at the lodge hall.

Bruce Clayton Member
Winning Debate Team

Her attitude is typical of most "liberated" women. They
prefer to open their own doors and light 'their own.
-cigarettes, but when it. comes to inopey- heliberition's
over!
Most men spend between $15 and $25 for an evening out.
Multiply that by the number of times they go out during
the month and it's a lot more than the $3 or $4 a month she
pays for birth coetrol pills.
. When was the last time this girl picked up the tab for an
even
out? And when did shelbel invite him over for
("inner.*TMid when was_the last time they used HER car on
a date?
I think she should pay for her,birth control pills, don't
your,
REALISTIC

Mr. Turnbow is now 88
The David Lipscatifh -debate the other calleges on
years of age, and his wife,
Maxried Sixty-Fite I ears; Mr. And Mrs. Torts-Turn bow
tite Heaolution "Law En
College Debate Team won
Lois, is 82. Before moving to
tournament the forcemeat Agencies Should Be
major
the rest home, they resided
of belonging-. -.•
always-agree one hintdred
weekend of Oct- 28 and 29 at Given Greater Freedom For
health, there's still a
near the Sedalia They have three sons,
per cent on everything, but
Wake Forest University.
twinkle in their eyes, and
Farmington Y, and spent
Investigating and Prosecuting
Dewey Turnbow, of Lone
they learned early in their
After defeating Duke,
• their senseof humor hasn't
their earlier married years
Oak, Tuton Turnbow,
Crimes."
married life that to live
Alabama,
University of
lessened in the least. And
In Murray and Calloway
Columbus; Ohio, and Max
The DLC debate team,
hap fly envies__ have' to
with that going for them, Florida State, and CarsonCounty. Mr. Turnbow was
_Turnbow. of .Cotilinbus,
share and share alike.
coached by Dr.- Kenneth
they're
sailing
right
along
advanced
to
Newman, they
farmer and also worked at • They also credit "the
Indiana, and a daughter,
into another year of loving the finals where they upset Schott, associate professor of
the creamery in Murray for
Mrs. William Kirby, of • and caring for each other.
good Lord" with their many
speech, is. scheduled for eight
18 years.
Georie _Washington
happy years, saying that
Mayfield. They also have
tournaments, with the
University, Emory, and more
Their anniversary was
eleven grandchildren and
the have always believed.
last one to be the national
taking
first
Morehead
State
marked with a party,
twelve great grandchildren.
you must follow the course
finals in Kansas City next
place in the tournament.
complete with an anThere hasn't been a family
set forth for you by the
DEAR REALISTIC: Not necessarily. A man who's
Bruce Clayton, son of Mr. Aprilniversary cake, held at the
reunion which included all
Lord, and He will show you
asked to shell out for his girlfriend's birth control pills
Clayton, a graduate of
rest home recently.
pattern
for
Mrs. fames Clayton, 1304
do.
This
and
what
to
would he a fool to refuse.It's peanuts compared to what his.
J.he
children
grandchildren_
High School, is a
Murray
Neitger-Mt-Or- Mrs:- —their liVeit 'hag never
Olive Blvd., Murray, was one
onkeyithines could cost in terms of child support,„
and. gleat grandchildren,,
majoring in Bible.
sophomore
Tambov/ could- • recall a
changed.
'of two Lipscomb students -to
but their. sons and
major
quarrel
in
their
• The Turnbows have been
DEAR ABBY: I sympathize with HOT STUFF ON THE
daughters and several other
marriage; and a daughter,.
members of the Salem
HILL-the 19-year-old' girl who has passes made at her
family members gather as
-,hirs.
-William
Kirby,
who
because she has a 38 buse'Vell, I'm only 5 feet tall and I
often as possible. In fact,
Baptist Church at Lynn
was
present
when
this
also have a 38 bust.,I've had it since high school, and I've
they were all together in
Grove for sixty-five years,
suffered terribly because of it,. Blouses and dresses
regumt
____La
er Tilled them, said
Turnbow_ts
Atigeet,, tee_ Iternbows
Idurray Sattitiition DepartMr.
and
gapped. used a--siiTe-t.y
for every seise
i -rn
liric--www never iwimi their _possibly the chiertee oldesL
_recall. inent,provides a crucial ser'
that
they
Not
fulnlIng."
Sweatersatleist- stre.tched,
-_but:I had to wear a sizeICuch. •
Although they are in poor-• member in terms of years
vice and several programs
too big intheehoulders so I wouldal look like-Ewes on the-have been tried in an effort to Art Nouveau posters
make.
e'
Lt
provide as much service as
s Stay Well
highlighting the changing
I am now a happily married mother, but I still get
By F.J.i.. Blasingame, MD
permit. Yet there is a
funds
come-ons from men I didn't know existed until we were
times at the turn of the 20th
good possibility this departface to face,. Therefore, I know it wasn't my language or
Century will be on display at
ment as,the-street department
• the look in my eye that provoked 'their pesses.
the Calloway Public Library
—Frn-not-tig
--Far-nce
will end the year with deficit
unfit Nof.-21.
oversized bust has embarrassed me since I was 13. I get
spending.
—
The
posters
are
catcalls, whistles and even dirty remarks from men when I
has a new
pass.
_
_
--.1314t4lePartut
will make
superintendent
loan to the Kentucky Arts
Abby, those women who feel cheated because they're
every effort to perform the
0. Mrs. J. Et writes tint tiearifiest position)
small-busted should walk a, mile in thy -bra.
sitioft&_delivery _
are_ Commission from Morehead
if permitted
'services-needed
Mate
'University.
husband
were
1 38 AND HATES IT she and her
The width of the_shoul- net-evidence of negligence
•
'
to dolls job without interference.
- . -somewhat mwPriae_d- -and- -dere'eateses-a-eemPression- oi iiiiskilled hitidlifig-on- - The- Art _Nouveau _ period
As mayor; that department "will rectitee proper
CONFIDENTIAt TtIS.M. IN:140LS:bon't quit trying. • concerned to find several
- • or represents a 'worldwide
of the baby's body b3e:the tht
e par of the physician
leadership to improve the services and correct-several,
Sometimes it's the last key in the bunfh that opens theweeks after the delivery of
movement greatly influenced
vaginal canal of the nurses.
inequities which have resulted directly from some
doer•_
, their son that be had a
-_ iy..flach
mother, fracturing one of,. _
•—••
_ daRkic,_ by.rapict_industrialization and
' ntnittee-rtientbersnlistakesindinterference...
• —
- itizzollarbortes. - Art
-1r/tutored tonna bony.
style
of
mist.
-The
--the
Fat
ular fractures are Often
Lerillbe On the job to see that artinn9 are takea daily
He had been a restlessSe-Wes usually cry at feetun prek -?fgreenstfek --Nouveau is graphic and
nottiartvtirne narhysecam-_
haft,
tacorrectanstmistidtear
,
cried
on
and
•
baby
•
---flowiegi_ -with- -emphasis on
eletiveT37 :Nene. -andtatly witisbut dispiacenwrit
If you feel left out and lonely, or whet yeti knew how to dling, even when he wet pain resulting from such a the bone. They heql spon- lines aS motion.
&nazi who'has -other octupations- and personal inget people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be trying to nurse her breast - fracture .would generally taneously without any perterests.
As part of the Kentucky Arts
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you. He was thought to have cause the baby to c_g out runcrkt_imgaittuent
BE SURE ELECT_Commission's Tuy_eling_
_or
-Send
with *100g. sell-addressed, stamped (24 colic.
Throinan Mayor
more lustily but not raise deformity,,. The "toot is
vke the Kalera
e envelope to-Abby, 132 tirsky-Drive;Beverly-Mac- About three-weeks after the suspicion of the filhyg-- later absorbed so that it is will be touring in Kentucky
Paid For by Chrism= Campaign Fund
For Mayor,Forrest Priddy, Treasurer
Calif.90212.
birth, a knot appeared clan and nurses that any- hardly detectable at a fu- libraries for one year.
along the collarbone about thing was wrong. Such ture time.
SIGN OF HOSPITALITY
his fractures often haveW
Early American stealers half way betweeii
.
or no displacement of the
carved pineapples on door- shoulder and necx.
Mrs. J. E. asks, "Could bone. It is usually covered
posts as a sign of hospitality.
this trouble have been due With considerable fat beday
to
an error in his delivery? neath the skin. Even when
Americana
Modern
use canned._pineapple as a
Will the fracture cause any the-baby is examined carefriendly wel-come. Treat _ permanent difficulty?I
Tony
- fully aftet_deliverte a fracguests to golden pineapple
Montgomery
A. Fracture of one of the ture of the claviciemay not
chunks speared on picks for eellarbones (clavicles) at
be detected.
dunking in dip. Wrap them in the time of delivery is not a
The first suspicion may.
bacon or toss with grated rare occurrence, espe- be when a callus or knot is
Cheddar and broil. Marinate cially in large, first babies noted two or three weeks
chunks in French dressing and and particularly in one after delivery as the bone
spear with a shrimp,
which presents and de- is healing or when an x-ray
liver in the breech post- is made of the chest kir
tion (buttocks being-deliv- shoulder regime
ered first rather than the - Such fractures may -ocWith a purchase of oiercing earrings
more common cephalic or cut in spite of a careful and

Posters On
Display At

Garbage & Trash Pickup

Li,brary

_Fractured Collarbone*
t Biri

•

ELECTROLUX

-

1534760

FREE when you opori yOur 1978

Christmas Club Account

Your Ears Pierced FREE

$1000

Pottertown Club Plans Meeting With

{RH Iltehosseeel Pewees, white toe este wells
stetd• neeellettesee., neetlexic sougicel *whet
stemless steel Otenieg ,h d.,C•114104
claims roam IS
router or. IS
please.

MICHELSON'g
sekr

,jetrAfie11

\

Shoppmg
Merest Kt

Put a little
sizzle into your
Tuesday.
Sifloin Stockade Special Steak!
A delicious Steak that
will melt in your mouth! We serve
it sizzlin' hot with your choice:.
- Of potale anstra tfitk slice
of Stockade Toast

$ 99
Bel-Air \,
Center,
Murray

INCLUDES

Free

AIRLOIN

Soled Bur end Drink
In, r Cone

TekeiCAISI.

•

--.JHEJAMILY.STEAAWOUSE.
1344n-asp.... Weekdays — ii*ERAS, PAL Sat.&
•
I
A•

•

Three Lessons Presented To Members
(Ma Outland, president of Short as pianist. Games were
the Pottertovm Homemakers led by Dorothy Simon.
Cards were signed by the
Club, will preside at the
meeting to be _held Wed- members to be sent to B
nesday, November 9, at ten Melugin and Gussie Adams,
a.m, at the Colonial House members who are ill. Bobbie
Smorgasbord. She urges all Cook read a letter she
'members to attend for the received from B. htelugin.
Nineteen members anmeeting and luncheon.
'Three
lessons
were swered the roll call. Each
presented at the October member brought an article
a
fall
for
meeting of the club held at the suitable
arrangement and told why she
Colonial House.
-Blanche Larson presented selected the article.
an educational lesson on
"Managing Your Feelings." A
talk about "Safety of Consumers Products" was given
by Virginia Alford who said
The women of the Murray
persons should always read Country
Club will have their
the labels to items they Thanksgiving luncheon on
purchase such as fabrics,
Wednesday, November 9, at
heaters, machinery, toys, etc. twelve
noon with Mrs. Gary
The other • lesson -was on
Marquardt as chairman of the
"Arrange Your Kitchen Achostesses.
cording To Your Needs."
Others serving on the
The landscape chairman,
committee are Mesdames
Lucy Alderdice, said that now
T.C.Dorin, Charles Walston,
was the time to start your
Donald T. Burke, Rob Ray.
mums as well as in the spring,
John C. Quertermous, Jorge
and to clear your yard of
Garrastazu, Veneta Sexton.
crabgrasses,and fertilize with
Evelyn Wilson, Thomas C.
10-10-10 afterwards.
Emerson, Jerry M. Jones.
Patye Overcast read the -Bernard -D.-BeteDOD r aughn.
scripture from Matthew 25:15
Nat Ryan Hughes, and Henry
and thelheught on "Life is not
Fulton.
a vessel to be drained, but a
Mrs. Ed West and Mrs
cup to be filled."
James 'Diuguld will be
Group singing_ was.. led by _....haatessee4er. . •
Lacy Alderdicte-with Louise san, •

Ladies Luncheon
Here Wednesdav
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Associated Press Writer

An AP News Analysis

hEARTliNE

1978 Session Should Be
Interesting, Unpredictable
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)-the 1978
legislative session, is likely to be'both
interesting and. somewhat unpredictable because of two factors: the
time frame andlinancial trends.
First, the session will occur in the
middle of Gov. Julian Carroll's elective ,
.term. Traditionally a governor begins,
to lose control over lawmakers at that
- time. .Secondly, the General Assembly will
be grappling with the tightest state
budget in many years.
A governor likes to take credit for
initiating new - programs during a
prosperous two fiscal years, and much
of that extra spending also gives him
leverage with Senate and House
mebers
• But in hard times, a governor often
.tends to avoid the unpopular task of
slashing expenditures. He usually is
relieved' to pass the burden onto the
legislature.
There are subtle signs that Carroll
already is preparing the groundwork
for that operation.
In numerous letters to house speaker
William Kenton, • --D-Lexington, .the
governor has been outlining stategovernment issues for the legislature's
consideration.
Many involve tough choices of funding - such as what to do about
comprehensive care centers, how to
economically finance state employe
fringe benefits and how to handl€
student loans.-"
Such new issues were not presented

to the General Assembly in 1976 until
weeks after the session got under way.
The head start this time may indica&
the governor wants to make it clear
that the legislative branch is-going to
have to share financial headaches with
•
- him.
Is it really possible that an assembly
which has been so docile the last two
sessions under Carroll will become
restive enough to constitute a political
threat?
One sign already is at hand. In the
Senate, a loose coalition is trying to oust
Carroll-favored colleagues from
leadership posts.
That situation Will -come to a head
next month during the prelegislative
conference at which
- new leaders are
chosen.
-Other indicators are potential rather
--thari actual at the moment.
The large Jefferson County
delegation in the House, which usually
is on the verge of fragmenting, could
well do so without the leadership of
former House Speaker Norbert Blume,
D-Louisville, who was defeated in the
primary.
Blume was a controversial legislator
in many respects, but his saving grace
to the establishment was his ability to
keep the Louisville area House'
members Of both parties as a ceesive
group.
Then there is the coal severance
turnback fund, which has been causing
governors difficulties since the famous
1974 "mountain revolt" in the House

launched the program.
Basically, the operation involves
returning a portion of such taxes to
coal-producing counties, and it seems
.to undergo changes every two years..
The coal tax yields more than $200
million to the state during a biennium,a
tempting sum for all kinds of special
interests. - • 'One likely • clash: is between :coalproducing counties Which want the bulk
of the money and other counties, which
believe they also deserve some turnbacks.
Carroll may have to go through'
another weary round of compromises
with legislators to placate all sections
of the state.
Finally, . and not least, therea.'
•
education.
The governor's huge Educational
Task Force has come forth .with a
superabundance of proposals - but
'without an accompanying price tag.
Furthermore, Carroll has promised
the education lobby he will try to raise
teacher salary levels to those of
surrounding states before he leaves
office.
That goal now appears impossible in
view of the lack of additional revenue
expected through 1980.
The easiest route for the governor
therefore presumably would be to ask
the legislature to make a determination
on educational spending priorities. .
But every time a governor leaves the
job to the lawmakers, his considerable
power diminishes in direct proportion.

Letter To The Editor

Opposes Convention

Dear Editor:
Any time Ott voters of Kentucky have
an opportunity to vote on amending-the
state's const.ituttion, I believe the
arguments for and against any change
should be discussed as openly as
possible. The mailer before the voters
on the ballot next week deserves
• serious attention.
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, the Kentucky State AFL-CIO,
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation
and many other state and local business
and professional organizations have
taken strong stands against the passage
of question "Are you in-favor of calling
a convention for the purpose of revising
or amending the Constitution of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky and such
amendments as may have been made
to same?"
By WALTER R. MEARS
A few of the reasons why we oppose
AP Special Correspondent
the calling of a Constitutional Convention include the following:
-The proponents argue tnat
$500,000 debt limit imposed by our
current constitution is unrealistic and
that the state and local governments
should be authorized to issue General
Obligation Bonds instead of Revenue
Bonds, which would save the state
money because of the differential in
interest rates The_al2sPlute explosive
growth ol-governmenliit6111Ke1s,that
no less frustrated than they are now.
many of them will be able to stick to the
WASHINGTON (AP) - There's a
taxpayers must pay for, must be slowed
if
and
want,
they
'
are
abcint
talking
Politicians
always
if
timetable
8-4:30
of
teapots
the
of
one
tempest brewing in
and any additional borrowings must be
responsive government, and the oftheir supervisors approve. And Ferris
the bureaucracy, and it is worth noting
discouraged. Kentucky already has the
ficials they appoint echo that promise.
for what it says about the government has told his section chiefs that they
reputation -of being one of- the highest
wherever
adjustinents
if
But
promise
the
be
to
is
make
kept,
has
It
should
to
President Carter is trying to
capita indebted states in the
_ger
of
needs
be done by people far down the line-,--in--they can to accommodate the
reorganizt
country. Our state bond indebtedness
salary.
in
and
nk
employees.
.ra
the
The,t* boss of the federal_CornCarter can't make the government-- - exceeds $2 billion. We %don't need_
'Ferris -doesn't. -set the hours -alone';
Muniratiohs Cotrunlasion- hat decided
responsive just by saying so. Nor cant, anymore.
the commission does that. But after 13
that the ,agency_ should be open .until
The proltionents make-It-clear that
then
and
Senate
Ferris
do so at the FCC by,keepingthe to
years as a lop aide
5:30 p.m. each ciaY,so that its hours Will
continue to want annual sessions of
they
House Democratic leaders, he knows 'place open an hour later., But it is a
coincide at least roughly with those of
Assembly, a proposition
General
the
He
advance.
in
*start:
votes
un
cot
enough to
the people who have business there.
down by the voters of
turned
twice
- -"I said certain things over and over,-That hardly seemed revolutionary 10. got- gproval -, from -a commission
Kentucky byoverwhelming margins.
chili
-day,
nionth,..
after
the
-after
dayordered
-Thonth
he
before
FCC Chairman Charles D. Ferns, whii- majority
The proponents claim that the
compilation of his
Carter wrote
He's still surprised at all the fuss over
figured that there should be people
amending process is restrictive, but the
move.
logical
"That
government
a
campaign
him
speeches.
to
seemed
what
around to answer the telephone after
facts just don't support that argument.
can be both competent and corn"Our own convenience isn't our
_CA lathe.after.09911.
.
In the last 12 years, we have had an
_
Mre,
ha
couldbeing
,1M
ev
passiiinate
wefor
at
reason
primary
Effeetive on Nov. 14, there will be.
opportunity to submit to the voters-12
must have, a government as good as its
said.
But not without a hassle, since that
constitutional changes. The General
point.
the
to
gets
that
people."
,
And
means a change in working hours for
Assembly has chosen to submit to the
No reorganization of agencies - is
- Perhaps he can deliver on that
many of the 1,500 people who work at
voters only 7 changes, 2 of which dealt
.
for
public_disenchantment
way
any
be
won't
there
end
4po
to
_pledge
going_
.
the corruniskon..
with annual sessiont. Until the General
- the people to know about it unless they
with government. If the new office
After days of grumbling, a delegation
Assembly uses its full allotment of
the
ones,
old
the
than
get
answer
responsive
to
can
the
somebody
more
Representation
from the Employee
opportunities to change the contelephone.
citizens who have to deal with it will be
Board spent 90 minutes with Ferris last
stitution, it seems to me that the
Wednesday, complaining about the
arguments that. the amendment
change. They told him that an emprocess is too strict is fallacious.
ployee survey showed overwhelming
The current constituliori has served
opposition to the shift in working hours.
the state well, in spite of the need for
He .1.old them that the agency is
judicial review and the passage of
supposed to serve the public, even if it
amendments from time to time. Any
is inconvenient.
constitution, new or old, requires adAs Ferris put it in a thoroughly
bureaucratic memo, he wants FCC
hours ''to interface with the business,
professional and consumer communities we are charged by law to work
with, and thus to provide better services to them ..."
In other words, he figures there ought
to be somebody around to take calls and
transact business after 4:30 in the afternoon. Under the current schedule,
While it did have a superior index,the
By JOHN CUNNEFF •
portfolio? No overwhelming evidence
there's no answer at the FCC switpiece failed to set that hip room was
AP Business Analyst
listened to their own
they
that
exists
chboard after that hour.
diminished. The hips - that's where
NEW YORK ( AP) - It sometimes
words.
There are employee complaints that
you feel the crush, particularly if one of
depends upon your audience and the
analysts who Issue
Street
Wall
Do
the change will foul up carpools, make
the occupants is even a few pounds
impression you're trying to make. bullish reports on the future of certain
it harder to find parking places and
beyond the statistical median.
Which is a preface to the observation
stocks heed their own advice? Not
disrupt child care arrangements. One
that what you hear and see in the
tell it, their job is to sell
they
As
always.
Some messages of the marketplace
woman complained she'd miss her
marketplace isn't always what it
stocks to others rather than buy for
are admirable in their directness when
favorite television program if she had
seems
themselves.
restricted to a particular audience.
to work until 5:30.
Words are sometimes presented like
Do superstars-Use the products they
Redbook magazine's recent message to
Actually, she may be able to tune in
cosmetics, the packaging being more
advertise? Perhaps, if they have been
advertisers, for example, was never
anyhow. FCC employees have an hour's
important than the contents.
instructed in how to remove the lids. Do
meant for consumers.
leeway on starting times, under a
Impressiors sometimes count more
business leaders who promote U.S.
"Effective with the February 1978
flexible time arrangement. So a good
than facts. And there are things you
Savings Bonds at 6 per cent also buy
issue," it begins, "Redbook magazine
emphasize to some audiences and don't
them? When they can get 7 per cent
will increase its cover price to $1.25, the
tell others at all.
elsewhere?
highest single-copy price in the eightMurray Ledger & Times
Such as Bethlehem Steel, for
The words themselves might be
book women's field..."
example, reporting one year a loss to
straightforward, but the impression
WalterJ, Apperson
Publisher
Editor
11 Ciene McCutcheon
the Internal Revenue Service but a neat
"Emphasizing that Redbook has been
created might be a bit aslant.
The Murray Ledger , Times is published
profit to shareholders. Nothing unevery afternoon except Sundays, July 4, ChnstThe Wall Street letter writer, for
able to keep advertising d?st increases
nas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
derhanded; just differently packaged
example, who in scrupulous observance
to a minimum in spite of skyrocketing
Murray Newspapers. Inc , 10.3 N 4th St .
accounting.
of the regulation, in disregard of the
Murray, Ky 42071 Second ("lass Postage Paid at
paper, printing and postage costs, Mr.
Murray,Ky 42071
It was not alone. Some of the loudest
homage to his own
in
perhaps
and
facts
Beni (the publisher) explained that this
SUBSCRIPTION-RAMS In areargervesi by
iviticism of business his come after
,•arners, 82 50 per month, payable in advance
ego, appended to his stock selections
has been accomplished by charging theBy mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Harss•ords drifted into the wrong audience,
the caveat:
consumer more."
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
such as the chairman's glowing report
Pans, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn.. 81750 per
"No promise is made or intended that
That's straight talk - to a restricted
sear By mail to other destinations, $32 50 per
overheard by
to
being
a
shareholders
is
performance
criterion
or
past
For straight talk to the public
audience.
Veilr
union wage negotiators who were told
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
future results. The stocks mentioned
in general nothing is likely to top the
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
the company was dying.
herein may or may not perform as well
advertisement run at the turn. of the
Association
• century-by Waiiernakeel afore in New
,
• Broadly categorized, such.messages
The Assouated Presassexclummaly,
as eariiersetections.",- - • -- republish kaal news originated by The Murray
are sales talk, and sales talk usually is
Consider the General Motors
York.
ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
meant more to impress than inform.
TEI.F:PHONE N'UMBERS
promotion piece that compared a 1962
It said: "We have a lot of rotten
Business Office
753-1916
Were the people who sold New York
model and a 1977 model and concluded
rlassified Advertistrtit r
753-1916
raincoats and things we wantto get rid
bonds, or several years ago, Penn
.
753-1919
that the latter had a superior "overall - of."
Retail ‘DistilaYi Adjfertising
rirctilattiri
753-1916
Cerftral bonds, really-convinced the% roominess index," which is the kind of
News an4Sports Dept
..•..
753-1918 ,
Don't expect to see it copied very
„sreurities 'belonged' in Oeryorie'l concept-you describe with an asterisk.
often
•

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems-fast. II
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
at
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
a
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
wi
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
Vi
be printed in this column.
ba
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old and I
wi
have been working in the railroad inmi
dustry my whole life. I recently hadan
th(
accidentand I will be off work for quite
some time. Can you tell me how I apply
he
for sickness benefits from the railroad?
- T. F.
Thi
A. An antilication for sickness
ME
benefits (Form Si-la & b) can be obtained from a railroad employer, a
railroad labor organization, or any
board office. An application ( which
includes a doctor's statement of
1
sickness) is required at the beginning of
Th
each spell of sickness. There is a new
tho
orange-colored sickness application for
Re
use in claiming sickness benefits. Keep
ha
some extra forms on hand, and let your
ca
family know where they are kept and
Wi
how to use it on your behalf, if
justments. We urge the voters of
Form
latest
your
keep
Also,
necessary.
the
on
_
Kentucky to vote "No"
BA-6, Certificate of Service Months and
proposition and. to help slow down
tai
Compensation, with the application.
every
nearly
in
government growth
ba
Nein shows your Social
aspect of our lives. The cost of coninincludes
and
number
Security
and
Convention
Constitutional
vening a
structions on how to claim benefits.
adopting a new constitution would be
If you become unable to work
enormous. The proposition should be
because you are sick or injured,
rejected.
complete the application, have your
Sincerely,
doctor complete his part of the form,
Phillip A. Thompson'
Po,
and mail it directly to the U. S. Railroad
President
en1
Retirement Board within seven days of
del
the first day for which you want to
car
claim benefits: Enclose the rigift-hand
1
portion of your BA-6 form, but do not
air
delay sending your application if you
wh,
cannot locate your BA-6 form. Delayed
oft
filing can cost you benefits.
Sat
HEARTLINE: I am reaching 65 and I
pro
am going to apply for Supplemental-- a
visited
Security Income. I have never
has
Social Security office before. What
giv,
The Murray, Chamber of Commerce
I_
when
me
papers should I bring with
Sat
today asked ill-businesses to close for
file my applicatjon?---7 S. R.
one-hour on Veterans-Day, November
your
-01
A. It &pen&
Ger
11, to commemorate the service of all
general, you should bring any of the
in a
veterans to the nation.
following: your Social Security numW. E.
Tloaths reoorted include
ber; documents showing your date of
Wynn, Walter L. Lassiter, Woodrow
birth; if you own property, your last tax
Dunn, Jr. Stephen Visher, Melvin
und
bill or other papers showing its value;
eve
_Henson, Powell _Wrather, and Alfred_
----any income tax papers-for this year or
day
Love.
last year; and any bank books or other
H
• Army Specialist Boy.-Gene Dunn has- -records:you• may have that show the
not
returned fo civilian life after a two
.--amounts of your earnings, savings, and----sev<
years tour° of duty with the Army in .other
,
other income.
Germany.
or
calling
in
however,
Do not delay,
The Calloway County Playboys
visiting your Social Security office. The
Turcomposed of Gene Kirk, Damon
people there .wf!! gladly assist-y*5T Lir-—
ner, Rudy Duncan, Hazel Duncan, and
obtaining the papers you need.
Frank Brandon won a three day's talent
HEARTLINE: Each month I send
contest held at the Murray Driye.
my- medical bills. to
Theatre.
Sometimes4 these „include bills from
The li,eterans Cie& of Murray StaT.e-- -three or four differint doctors. Later);
University had as their guests Sunday
the payments have been delayed forty-one children from the Paradise
because Medicare has written for more Friendly Home near Tri City. The club
information about itemizing one doe-entertainecTihe-thildren-WtAablot* - fi--fittri- -Territory near Kentucky Dam.
anyway that I can prevent this delay?
-J. C.
A. Your are attaching all doctors'
bills to one Medicare claim form. One
carrier we checked with suggested that
you attach bills from each doctor to a
Only 1,619 votes were cast in the
general election on November 5 in separage claim form, thus permitting
„Calloway County - 1,6.16 by voters here. _the correctly itemized ones to be paid
more promptly. We also suggest that
and the other three by absentee ballot.
you visit thesloctor whose claims need
No local races were air the ballot.
County United Fund Drive Chairman more itemization and discuss the
Buford Hurt is pictured with Assistant carrier's letter with him. By having the
Chairmen Joe Dick and Harvey Ellis claim correctly itemized, your
payments will be more prompt.
discussing. plans for the kick off
Heartline has developed a detailed
meeting at the Murray Woman's Club
book covering the whole Medicare
house on November 8.
program. "Heartline's Guide to
Experts of the Department of Fish
Medicare" is written in easy-toand Wildlife Resources tab Kentucky
understand, question-and-answer form
Lake as the state's best duck hunting
and contains information on many
spot this year due largely to the
medical items and services that are
developmental work done there by
covered, complete information on the
Waterfowl Expert Frank Dibble of
deductibles you have to pay, a sample
Murray.
claim form with detailed instructions •
Miss Corrine Burch, senior from
on how to fill it out, and a complete
Paducah, will be crowned homecoming
explanation on how the reasonable
queen of Murray State College at the
charge under Part B is figured.
25th homecoming on November 9. Her
For your copy, send $1.50 to "Hearattendants will be Miss Carolyn Lowe,
tline's Guide to Medicare," 114 E.
senior from Lowes, and Mrs. Mary
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
Martha Street Citgle, senior from
45381. If you are not satisified, your
Murray.
money will be refunded. Please allow
In high school basketball New Consix weeks for delivery.
cord beat Cuba with Green High for
Concord with 18 and Morris High for
Cuba with 19.

Washington today

Tempest Brewing

inion Page

What's Seen And Heard
Isn't Always Discernable

ll

you.--E-At•

Looking Back

10 Years Ago

-2# Yean- Ago

Today In History

30 Years Ago
The Sixth Annual Beef Cattle Show
will be held November 10 with the sale
to follow on November 11 at Murray
Livestock Yards, according to officials
of the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
sponsor of the show and sale.
Miss Lottye Suiter, elementary
education teacher at Murray State
College, represented Kentucky's first
District at a meeting of the State
Committee on Education held October
31 to November 1 at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Riley celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary on
October 19 at their home near Gob.
In high school basketball New Concord beatOover..Tn.,ud Lynn-Gfeve
beat Kirksey. Crou-cfi Rh for 19 points
for Lynn Greve.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M.Lamb are visiting
in Chicago, 11#.
"Cynthia" starring Elizabeth Taylor,
George Murphy;S. Z. Sakall and Mary
Astor is showing itthe Vapaity Theatre..

tt

•

_•.

•
•••

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 7, the 311th
day of 1977. There are 54 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, the Bolsheviks
overthrew the shortlived Kerensky
government in Russia, and Lenin
became the new head of government.
On this date:
In 1659, the Pyrenees were fixed as
the boundary between France and
Spain, ending a 24-year war.
In 1811, the Shawnee Indians were
defeated in the Battle of Tippecanoe in
Indiana.
In 1942, the Allied invasion of North.
Africa began World War II.
In 1944, Franklin Roosevelt was
elected to an unprecedented fourth
term.
-111. -195571N-proclaimed a cease-fire in the Suez War
in Egypt.
In 1966, Chinese
' diplomats walked out
of the Bolshevik anniversary
celebration in Moscow after hearing
Soviet criticism of the Peking government. •
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Burial Wednesday

Lombardo Band To Continue After Famed Leader's Death
NEW YORK I AP) — Guy
Lombardo, who made millions
and delighted millions for half
a century with his "sweetest
music this side of heaven,"
will be buried Wednesday.
But, Lombardo's 'brother,
Victor, promised 'that their
band, the Royal Canadians,
will go on and that the tune
most closely associated,with
the famous bandleader —
Auld Lang Syne" — will be
heard again Dec. 31.
Guy Lombardo died at age
75 Saturday night at Houston's
Methodist Ho,spital, where he

ks
Icy
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had undergone heart surgery
in September. His wife of 51
years, Lillibelle, was at his
side.
Hospital spokesmen said
death was not related to the
surgery but to a breathing
probtem that developed later
and forced Lombardo's rehospitalization Oct. 27.
The bandleader is to be
buried in the Long Island
community of Farmingdale on
Wednesday.
Lombardo was a resident of
the Long Island community of
Freeport, where he owned a

restaurant. He also promoted retirement.
summer spectaculars at Jones
In 1569, 40 years after he
Beach. His revival of Orst ushered in a new year for
"Finian's Rainbow" there last a national radio audience,
summer grossed 81.55 million. Lombardo took his band to
Victor, the
youngest New York for its first apLombardo brother, said the pearance at the prestigious
Royal Canadians would stop Carnegie Hall.
work Wednesday to attend the
He said he got in the habit of
funeral, but that the band ending each program with
would be touring Connecticut "Auld Lang Syne" • — a
on Thursday as "Guy Lom- practice copied by many other
bardo's Royal Canadians."
bandleaders in the days of big
Guy Lombardo was an swing bands — because he
intense worker who began new started out with his first or;
ventures on stage when many chestra in western Ontario,
others would think of which was "heavily Scottish."

The bandleader was born become successful with his
Gaetano Lombardo Jr., son of light, straightmelody music
an immigrant Italian tailor, in because it suited the dancing
London, Ontario, and was only style of middle America.
12 when he formed his first
Among the songs he made
band with four other famous and profitable were
youngsters, including his "Little White Lies," "Boo
brothers Carmen and Lebert.
Hoo," "You're Driving Me
The Lombardo brothers Crazy" and "Seems Like Old
went to Cleveland in 1925. In Times."
1927 they moved the band to
Chicago,
, Lombardo once said of his
In an era when jazz history success against the musical
was being made in the Windy tides that"we lose'em in their
eity'by Louis'Armstrong, Bix teens, but we catch 'em up
Biedeltecke and the like, later ... and when we get 'ern
Lombardo
managed
to we keep'em."

Swerving to miss a cow in
the road, led to slight injuries
for a passenger in an auto
Sunday evening.

year-old Louis Hauge, who
sustained , a knee injury,
authorities said.
A Dexter area man,21-yearold
Donnie
Hargrove,
Calloway County Sheriff's sustained face cuts and a back
Department said an auto injury when his auto careened
driven by Cromwell Hauge, off KY 94 east of Murray and
51, Route 6, Murray, swerved struck a light pole, Saturday
to avoid hitting a cow on about 11:50 p. m.
According to Calloway
Faxon School Road about one
County Sheriff's Department,
mile east of KY 94.
the accident happened near
Authorities said the driver Jackson Grocery
when
lost control of the auto, and Hargrove apparently lost
ran into a deep creek bed, control of his- car.
turning over. Injured in the sustained extensive damage,
accident was a passenger, 21- authorities said.

*NOW OPEN*
Brenda's Beauty Salon

Conviction In Don Bolles Murder Case Does Not Close Books
PHOENIX, Ariz. ( AP) — Schafer said. "As I said
The conviction of two men for before, we don't have all the
the murder of Arizona conspirators, but we will."
Republic reporter Don Bolles
has not closed the hooks an the
James Robiso55,
case,_ says chief prosecutor suburban Chandler plumber,
William Schafer III.
and Max Dunlap, 48, a
'Phoenix contractor, were
"We have always main- convicted,. SuIlday of firsttamed that there's a small degree
murder
and
band
of conspirators," conspiracy in Bolles' death.

Howard Thompson sentences hospitalized for 11 days before hired him to kill Bolles,
he died. He was 47.
Babbitt and Lizanetz.
them Dec.6.
AS the verdict against
Babbitt was reportedly a
Bolles was fatally injured Dunlap was announced, his target because of an antitrust
June 2, 1976, when a bomb eldest daughter, Pam, burst suit against the liquor inexploded under his car in a iato sobs and threw her arms dustry, and Lisanetz because
hotel parking lot. He mumbled around her mother, Barbara. of his barrage of letters to
the words "Adamson," Dunlap struck the defense legislators reporting alleged
"Emprise" and "Mafia" to- table hesitantly after the Marley critne,s.
Adamson said Dunlap told
passersby as he lay on the verdict was read.
Robison contained his him Marley, who was not
pavement.
was
He
feelings and said to his court- charged in the case, would
appointed attorney, David finance the killings.
Derickson, "That's the
After the bombing, a group
breaks."
of investigative reporters
Robison and Dunlap were traveled to Arizona to try to
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Postal Rate Commission must up our midi one way or the Service to continue six-day arrested -Jan. 15 after John continue work on Bolles'
Postal Service, considering an hold hearings on any reduced other," Bolger said.
delivery. Legislation- to Harvey Adamson admitted his major topics of investigation
end to Saturday mail service proposal, then issue an
prohibit delivery cutbacks, role in the car-tomb slaying.
— organized crime and its
In September, the House which has received committee
deliveries, may allow them to advisory opinion before the
Adamson,. who got a 20-year possible links to prominent
voted 377 to 9 to ask the Postal approval.
continue in some rural areas. change could take place.
prison sentence for second- Arizonans.
The provision would be
degree murder after agreeing
Cutting deliveries to five a
Members of Investigative
aimed at parts of the country week would save an estimated
to serve as the state's key Reporters & Editors Inc„
where weekly newspapers $412 million a year, which in witness,-said he planted the headed by Pulitzer Prizeoften are . delivered on turn would help hold down
Alexander, deputy. The ap- bomb under Bolles' car after winning reporter Bob Greene
Calloway County Sheriff's
Saturday. Urban areas would postal rate increases, the Department has arrested
was luring the reporter to the hotel of Newsday, spent nearly six
burglary
parent
probably not be eligible.
discovered Sunday evening. with''a false news - flp. - months in Phoenix before
service says.
three tuverrites and is
''One of the things that we
The Postal Service is now questioning another group in
The Sheriff's department Adamson said
Robison producing a series' of 23 arhave under consideration is to trying to sort out conflicting connection with two separate
today arrested three Murray triggered the blast with a ticles last spring. Many
give rural areas that need result's . from ,three polls burglaries reported to the
area juveniles in connection radio-control transmitter.
newspapers published some of
Saturday delivery • a local designed to show whether the department during
with a burglary at the
the
Dunlap, Adamson testified, the findings.
Pepisty- Postmaster, public wants Saturday mail -weekend.
residence of Nellie Jo Roberts,
General William Bolger said deliveries continued.
The sheriff's department
on KY 121.
in an interview.
So far, about 80 percent of today questioned suspects in
, Reported missing in the
Bolger called the proposal the people responding to each connection with a burglary at
burglary
unwas an
-tine of the major issues" poll say they could do without the Route 5, Murray,
determened amount of cash
under consideration in the Saturday delivery. But two of residence of C. W. Scott.
write
and jewelry. Authorities said
event deliveries are milli:I:five those polls found less than half
Authorities this morning
entry was gained into the
days a week.
the respondents approved of were still
vestigating the
house by breaking a basement
He said any _cutback would' thecutback. -ineilient-, and. -had-Itoiyindowilliatt3grgtaryTypr
Murray3CY 42071
not take place for at leaSt
are still 'studying the preliminary list of contents --also discovered Sunday
several months because the results and we have not made missing, according to Ted` evening, authorities said.

Brenda Invites All Of Her
Friends & Patrons To
Call for an
Appointment

The conspiracy conviction
included a plot to kill Arizona
Attorney General Bruce
Babbitt and Al "King Alfonso"
Lizanetz, 51, a former employee of wealthy liquor
wholesaler Kemper Marley
Sr.
Robison and Dunlap face-.
possible execution by gas
when Superior Court Judge

Phone 753-3229
• Located North of Penny
• Owner - Brenda Jones

FOR RIDE TO THE POLLS

Rural Mail Services May Continue

In vestigatiet-Leads—Te-ittvenife -Arrests

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

TOMORROW

Call 753-3855
or 753-3560
Melvin B. Henley,
Democratic Candidate
For Mayor
_
Folitieel Ad PAM tar
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Paid For B) MI Candidates

Buel Stalk Jr

We Democratic nominees ask for your vote and support in the November 8 General Election.
We ask that you vote for candidates who can work together for the positive good of Murray.
We feel that a Mayor and Council who can work together is a vitally important consideration in this
election.
We feel that a Mayor wabo -can furnish leaders and who con work with the Councilis necessary lor
the positive growth and well-being of the City of Murray.
,

PLEASE BE SURE TO VOTE
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Dick George

Billy Balentine
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ALL CONFERENCE - The All OVC performers for the Racer cross country team ore from left to right, Martyn Brewer, Jerry
Odlin and Brian Rutter. The Racers placed three in the t9p nine but it wasn't enough to overcome powerful East Tennessee.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

BREWER IN FRONT - Racer senior Martyn Brewer has a slim lead here at the two-mile mark while eventual winner Mark
Finucane (54) it right on the trail. Others, among the top finishers, include Ray Flynn (52) of the Bucs, Jerry Odlin (17) of the
Racers and Doug Bonk (41) of Eastern.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Racers Finish Strong Second

Powerful Bucs Too Much For Harriers
Buc coach Dave Walker
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & TimesSports Editor wasn't too pleased.
In second place came
Dave - Walker. wasn't too
pleased. Neither was Bill Murray State with 42 points
Cornell. Bet that's what and Racer coach Bill Cornell,
usually - happens when two whose team is rated ninth in
coaches from two of the the nation, wasn't too pleased
nation's top cross country either.
Six other coaches -may or,
•'
teams get together.
-.East TentleSsee,-tanliad - may not have been pleased
fourth Iri-the "nation, won the with the rest of the results
championship of the Ohio which were: Eastern KenValley Conference Saturday in tucky third with 98, Western
Bowling Green as they took Kentucky fourth with 107,
five of the first eight places Morehead fifth with 136,
and were assessed with only 22 Austin Peay sixth with 148,
Middle Tennessee seventh
'points.

er.

"VP

with 157 and Tennessee Tech 12th in 33:06, Pat Chimes 14th improvements we had were want to say it before the meet. Three
Cham- Chimes gave a real gutty
Regional
last with 243.
in 33:15, Dave Rafferty 22nd in Jerry Odlin and Pat Chimes. The fact they have so many pionships. Of the six Regional performance for a kid who
had some-_problems 14111aild Dave-Warrett
-13rith-of -them ran 22 seconds distanctranners really helped meets held in the nation, this never thought he'd ever make
with injuries and I really. 34:43.
faster Saturday and the them out over the extra will be the largest Ers 38-teams a cress country runner. We
didn't think we ran too well,"
were happy Martyn was able
A point is given for the course wasn't as muddy as it distance. Our guys are more will be on hand., _ _
Walker said.
position the VT five runners was when we ran here the ,last of the _800 and 1500-meter
The top six teams will all to finishtsecond but I really
"It was just a normal race for each team finish in thus, time.
runners!"
move on to the National felt he was quite capable of
for us," he added.
"Rutter was 12 seconds
"I felt tired in the middle of Championships. Again, East winning the race.
-Murray had second, fifth,
No, it wasn't really
"I would like to take the
ninth, 121h and 14th for their Slower, Charleston 15 seconds the race. I'd had a cold all Tennessee will be the favorite
normal race for the Bucs.
42-poiritotal while the Bucs _slower, Rafferty 63 , seconds week and had been taking all _ and the Racers are .expeeted opportunity to thank all of the
"Normal" has been winning had first, third, fourth, sixth shaver and Warren 47 seconds sorts of pills and they made to again be the only team to people who came to support
byas much as 50 points. At the and eighth for their 22-point slower," Cornell added.
me feel really weak. About the strongly challenge the Bucs. us. We had more people there
Furman Invitational, East total.
At the Indiana Invitational, middle of the race, I dropped
-I don't think anybody in the than any other school, inTennessee *on with 18 points
"We did not run very well at both Brewer and Odlin back to as far as sixth.
meet can knock Murray out of cluding Western," Cornell
while second-place Tennessee all," Racer coach Bill Cornell finished in front of East
"Near the end of the race, second," East Tennessee added,
which at the timeof the meet said.
Tennessee's first man. What when I had moved to within coach Dave Walker said.
owe tough is East Tenssei
neH
was ranked fifth in the nation,
_
happened Saturday? five yards or so of second, I
-If we could finish second in
had 68 points.
"We may have been too
"I just ran out of strength," felt I had enough speed to the Regional, it would be a
"I'll be happy if we finish in
In _the- Tennessee In- uptight. - We- -eased--off---last
saicL
catth_LtAgarctit-I_ czp,uld,:cktst-nice feathernm,hat,'t -the-4 la in the Nationals,"
tercollegiate ilAM.pionships, week to rest up a littUlar_the "I'd been bothered all-week the gap.
Walker said.
- Cornell said. the Bucs had 18 and the Vols OVC Meet and that couldhaire with my stomach and I was
"I know what's out there.
"I was pretty satisfied with
"If we do finish second, it's
were second with 58. In fact, hurt us. There's a lot of things afraid of that. After two miles, my own performance and now possible we could finish up It's going to be hard to beat
the OVC meet was the closest that could have been factors. I felt I cotild get second but I'm hoping I can be strong this fifth or sixth in the Nationals. I the Kenyans who dominate
call East Tennessee has had
and
"When we ran up here a then I just lost all of my week and in the National just hope our performance Texas-E1
Pa so
this season. At the Indiana month ago and won the strength," Odlin added.
• Championships,". Brewer from Saturday doesn't get our Washington State," Walker
- •
Invitational, with 22 teams on Kentucky Intercollegiate', '.7/1e.,y're all bloody tough,'
. added., .
'
added. UTEP and Washington
kids down," Cornell said.
band, the Bucs won with 64 Brewer didn't main the race.' -BreWer-'said of East Ten— 'Phil Saturday, the Racers- "Actuallsr; we last didn't run -State are the top two ranked
points and Murray State was
"On the same course, nessee.
will be in Greenville, South well -at all. I thought Pat teams in the nation.
second with 85.
comparing times from tke last - "I. really didn't . think,. wt- Ca r
Furman
t at
East Tennessee ran so tough time we ran up here, the only could beat them titit.I don'ty University for the District
Saturday thit they had the
OVC title all - but locked up
after The first mire and a half
of the 10,000 meter race, which
is approximately 6.2 miles.
At the end of the first mile
FOR
Mitrray's Martyn
and
Brewer was setting the pace
then the Bucs had the next
three runners.
At the end of four miles, it
- Paid For By C,arichdate
was all Mark Finucane of the
B-ucs. • The Buffalo- senior
opened up and led by well over
200 yards. Then came
teammates Louis Kenny in
second and Mike Dixon in
third.
Brewer had dropped back to
fourth and freshman Jerry
• Odlin of the Racers was fifth.
At the four-mile mark, East
Tennessee led Murray 29-45.

Murray City
Council
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KICKING IT IN - Murray's Martyn Brewer is about five yards from the finish line after he sprinted down the homestretch
and passed up Louis Kinney of East Tennessee.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Now Open—
West Kentucky
Appliance
Center
641 North across from Colonial House Smorgasbord
Open 8.30 to 5 - 30 Mon -Sat
•
We Sell All
Major

Hotpoint
Appliances
including Microwave
Ovens and Accessories
All AL

DISCOUNT PRICES
Expert
Service?

Check Ovr_
Prices Before
You Buys

For The Do It Yourselfer
We carry a .19.rge.._ selection of Ho! Point 8 G E.
parts
CONTRACTOR I f.s
AVAI BLE

C.

. With a large crowd waiting
the head of the pock. the first East
near
close
still
was
it
miles,
four
after
Even
CLOSE
STILL
at the finish, Finucane came
Tennessee runner, who is running in fourth overall, is Ray Flynn. Racers in the picture are Jerry
across before anyone else was
Odlin (17), Richard Charleston (behind Odlin), Pat Chimes (21( and Dave Warren (20).
even in view. He crossed in
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
31:31.
Then came Martyn Brewer
and Louis Kenny down the
homestretch. With about 200
yards left in the race, fewer
was three or four 'ards
behind. But a large group of
Racer „fans,. who were
screaming their support,
seemed to give Brewer the
Western Kentucky claimed of Nancy Copea and Carol fell 2-6 and 3-6 to Betsy Bodgan
final burst of energy he
of Western.
needed and Brewer outkicked the team • title Saturday at Hagans.
At number five, Owen won 0two
number
Racers'
The
Eastern
the
in
Kentucky
Ohio
Kenny down the homestretch.
6-0 and 6-3 over Traci
6,
Owen
Leann
of
team
doubles
Brewer took second in 31:54 Valley Conference Women's
of Middle in the
Williams
6-2,
won
Lindstrom
Kathy
and
Tennis'
Championships
but
while Kenny was three
before falling 4round
opening
opening
their
in
6-3
and
6-7
seconds behind. Mike Dixon of Murray state did manage to
6, 6-3 and 4-6 in the quarters to
then
but
Morehead
over
round
a
win
championship.
the Bucs came in fourth in
Western won with 55 points fell 7-6 and 6-0 in the semis to Kathy Lisch of Eastern.
32:05 then six seconds later
At six, Utley won 7-5 and 6-2
while
the host Colonels were Western.
came Jerry Odlin of the
Fleas in the first round over Carolyn
Anne
action,
singles
In
with
second
and
24
Murray
Racers. East Tennessee sent
were Wybell of East.Tennessee'but
its fourth man in with a sixth- State third with 21. Other and Kathy Lindstrom
fell 1-6, 7-5 and 3-6 in the
semis
the
in
eliminated
both
-'scores
included
Middle
place finish in the person of
and quarterfinals to Karen Miller
Adrian Leek who was clocked Tennessee 17, East Tennessee while Leann Owen
it to the of Middle Tennessee.
in 32:22. The only runner not 8, Austin Peay 4, Morehead 4 Yvonne Utley made
The Racer women end with
quarters before being ousted.
from Murray State or East and Tennessee Tech 2.
5-5 fall record for dual
a
2-6
6-3,
Tennessee to finish in the top
At three, Ress won
Murray's title came in the
plus they were fourth
matches
10 was Doug Bonk of Eastern number two doubles
7-5 in her first round
where and
of seven in the KWIC TourKay
Middle's
Kentucky who came in Karen Weis and Yvonna Utley match with
nament and of course, third of
seventh in .32:30.
Wrather. In the quarters, Ress •
combined for the crown.
eight in the OVC.
Marcy
over
up
wrapped
four
then
and
Flynn
Ray
won two
TENNIS
In the first round, Weis- Woodard of Austin Peay but in
the title as be became the fifth
Buc to cf6ss. He took eighth, Utley won 6-2 and 6-1 over the the semifinals, Ress fell 4-6
—
AIRES
BUENOS
—fT)iicirri12143. 11Crifrars13fialf--Austdi 'Nay
-51—Nriii7
All- Covington and Susie Cook.. Western.
Rutter, who was
Richards scored a 6-0, 7-6
Conference last year, crossed Then in the semifinals, WeisAt four, Lindstrom won 6-1 victory over Viviana Gonzalez
in ninth in 32:45 and Zane Utley won 6-4, 3-6 and 6-3 over and 7-54 in her first round of Argentina to advance to the
Covington of finals .of the $10,000 River
Branson of FAA Tennessee the Western Kentucky pair,pf match with
.tirtr
rounded out the top 10 with a "Itathy Fert5r
Peay and Wori a 677,6-2 and 64 Plate Open Tennis Tour- .
32 A8.
-•
• ----- Surnmere• Wetv-uileY -wetr the -match-in -the quarters over - nament—shp-Tapsompaptit--44--The rest of the Racers went
6-I kelliMuterspaw of Mqr.eheld.,. , keaOld tvanna Madruga,of
like this Rithard Charleston victory over the
pair' But in„the semis, Lirldstrom Argentina in,the finals. A.

Weis, Utley Combine To Grab
011C Tennis Title In Doubles

Nary

-

In law enforcement experience counts. .
and your only experienced candidate for
Sheriff of Calloway County is Ted Alexander.
Many years of law enforcement training are
yours at the same price as the candidate with
no experience. Vote for TED ALEXANDER..
.the Independent Candidate.. on November
8th, and you will get four years of devoted and
faithful service, from the Sheriff and a fully
trained staff. Your vote will certainly be appreciated. Don't forget. . . vote for Tkhd
Alexander for Sheriff.

—TED ALEXANDER
FOR
SHERIFF
ratl Politic a!Sit ratri fnrhriPti SI,T;mder

a
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Notre Dame To Have Tough
Picking Bowl Bid
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Austin Peay may not win the have However, in came Boots
Ohio Valley Conference Donnelly as the head football
football title. But at least coach
they've won the respect of
Almost overnight, the
everyone else in the 'league program changed and sudIt was Murray State's turn denly, with the combination of
to be won over Saturday af- their win _Saturday and_
ternoon in Stewart Stadium.- Ifennessee Tech's loss at
And anyone who might have Eastern Kentucky, the
doubted that Austin Peay is Governors find themselves in
—
for real went home with a lot ktielor first itiluNt in the.OVC.
more respect for the GoverAustin Peay could all but
nors as they completedly wrap up the title with a win
this weekend at Tech.
dominated the Racers 13-0.
We didn't really expect to
The Racer offense wouldn't
have lasted five, seconds win a game this year,"
before befog ganged off The Donnelly said after his sixth
Gangw.j1.pcwerfu1 .win of the-swan._
offense that fans had seen in
"We really don't have the
the 24-20 win over Eastern personnel to be leading the
'before OVC. We're not worried about
Kentucky a week
looked about the way it did _ the OVC fate. *Right now,
during the middle,of the four we're just taking every game.
game losing streak.
one at a time and hoping to do
wind .the best we are capable in
Whether
or
not
a
gusty
had anything to do With each game. We've been quite
Nurray's loss Isn't really fortunate and the ball has
Important. Whit is important bounced our ways lot of times
is the very simply fact Austin this season," Donnelly added.
Peay Is a better football team.
The ball did take a few
wittirWftkrve708,
And that doesn't make things bounces for Austin Peay in the
at Murray State look to bright, win over the Racers.But three
A SPASHING TIME — Quarterback Randy Christophel (11) of the Goys has a splashing time
The Racers are sot, times the ball "bounced the _
here as he's dropped by Willie Wilson of the Racers. Moving in on the play is Jeff Boyd (74)
eliminated from the con- wrong way"for the Governors
(Stuff Photo by Gene McCutchoon)
ference race. But worse than, as they had a peas intercepted,
that, they have flow lost threeby Eddie McFarland at the
of four garnet in Stewart Racer four, one picked off by
StadrOfn thiti season. In ad- Doug Shelton at the seven and
dition, it's the second time the McFarland recovered a
Racers have been shut out this fumble on the five, So with a
-Season.
break here and there, Austin
Before the season began, Peaytrould havemade ft-a 34-0
-7-eh
Austin Peay was picked to game.
morrays only ehapee to
Conference 19," says another- bowl--of
,
--faash last in the tviifiLvdi_e•
- --13y HERSCHELNISSENSON - • Soiltheastern
crown in seven years, by ficial. "The results this week The Governors had not had a score came with 1:47 left in
AP Sports Writer .
Stop the presses! The main trouncing 18th-ranked (Notre Dame-Clemson, winning season since 1966 and the opening period. The
man in determining this Louisiana State 24-3? The Arkansas-Texas A&M,_it seemed d iyomd pe_ few. Racers Part a fourth and three
yene-474111Pge. bowIfiiritfiras.-CtirniteridellaltwOregultuc rciletiornit,"Brighlurr -rnoreTears-before-they-would frorn -the-Gov -38 -and- -Hank
;
notgrizzled old Bear Bryant of season chances left to lose- Young-Arizona State) will
Alabama but a gentleman in slim and none, alias Miami start settling the dust."
• -• clerical garb who works out of and Auburn and you pick
The Rose Bowl, of course,
which is which.Gilliam,
South Bend,Ind.
will pit the Ohio StateOr will it be Notre Dame's Michigan winner against the
The name, football fans, is
the Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, opinion that Oklahoma, Pacific-8 'champ, either jilrham &me
n
1101105
executive vice Preseillof thcurrentlt_ranked No.hand a_ _soutborrizabforige,...ucyk_or
,..
University of Notre Dame and 61,28 romper over Oklahoma Washington, While -fourth. •
Tigers havorbeen
Three
Members
of
the
Murray
High
chairman of the fancy-named - State, will turn back Nebraska ranked . Ohio State Was
.,
,I
FaCulty Board in Nr-itrA-0- onNciv.-25-the Soorieis mist trirrmilng Illinois 35-0, No 6 selettedtuthe-WVA-Foothall-Teant----;The three are Grettis Bumphis, Frank Gilliam and Alvin
Athletics. The entire board first face Colorado next Michigan flattened Norofficially has to ,approve Saturday- win the Big Eight thwestern 63-20, No. 16 Parham:
Bumphis was selected as a safety on the defensive team.
Father Joyce's recom- champioaship and become a southern Cal bombed Stanford
mendation, bat they've been stronger opponent, in the 49-0, Washington knocked off He had one interception and a fumble recovery this season.
Not only did his defensive play sparkle but he also rushed for
_ listening to him for 25 years so Orange Bowl?
.
No. 17 California 50-31 and
And now, the envelope, UCLA-turned- back Oregon 21- 6147ards on the season,in nine games.
why stop now?
as .the_ Offensive
- ...' - Gilliam
-- • •
4, - •
...
•,
_
. _ . was..named
_ .and on
. the24
. .team
. ..
:Thu.-please.- - -.. ..
'-Tiderli.lisiqmoblem.
Gilliam
caught
16
passes
for
three
touchdowns
189
and
yards
an
Sind,
"It
we
could
Nov
.
19
would
be
nice
if
out
bowl bids
_Meanwhile. -Grambling • thisseason.
-ar Bowl _wait,"..v.ys a source close to
according to a Ilig
Parham was named to the defensive team. He was one of
spokesman, "I'd guess Notre Notre Dame,"hut if Texas is Stares -Doug—
' Dame will be -e'Verybedy's NO.1 I:in-NOV. 19; tife'Ve gotto crnPIeted230f3OPas5Or the 'minimsInca on the- defensive line _and_ht-__his tackle
.378 yards and seven touch= position, played steady and aggressive ball all season.
-.
first choice, but they'll have to go with them."
"We are quite pleased to have three of our young men make a Value judginent-as t13 Of course, - 13th-ranked - downs- to became the NCAA's
who the No. I team will be on Clemson, which was held to a all-time pass yardage leader selected for the honor," Hina said.
"We're glad these three made it. We had some others who
13-13 deadlock by North with a total of 7,551, two more
bowl day."
. So, does Notre Dame, Carolina - guess_ what than Florida's John Reaves. -played well for us but these three are all seniors and really
fifth in the nation kist Clemson's unlucky number -Willits1115 -esti upped-his- deserved the honor: Arorthey were--seleeted by the -other
coaches and that makes it even better," Hine added.
week and an impressive 69-14 was this weaend - could record for career touchdown
The Tigers finished with a 5-5 season.
134
.
Passes
to
guesswork
by
the
spoil
all
Tech,
opt
victor over Georgia
"
wwill'" for the Cotton Bowl, whose upsetting the Irish come
host team probably won't be Saturday.
settled until No. r-ranked --Bid if all -goes according to
'probably- be
Texlas7a-35g21 winner over form;
Houston,meets Texas A&M on Texas-Notre Dame in the
Cotton Bowl,Alabama against
Not 26"?
Or do the Fighting Irish the Ohio State-Michigan Nov.
decide that Texas A&M, 10th 19 loser in the Sugar Bowl and
last week and idle over- the Oklahoma against the Nov..26
weekend, will win the South- Penn State-Pitt winner in the
west Conference shootout, Orange Bowl, the loser
thereby changing Notre perhaps winding, up in the
Dame's course to the Sugar Gator Bowl.
Bowl, where second-ranked "It's still kind of a confusing
Alabama nailed down the host picture, but I think a lot of
spot, as well as its sixth people will be Jumping on Nov.

*%1
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wim".-vrari Racers Back Under .500 With
13-0 Loss To Improved 'Peay -

visioiram

---

Bumphis And

Lagorce came in to attempt
the firld goal.
Lagorce's bomb hit the
crossbar and bounced the
wrong way for Murray and the
right way for Austin Peay.
Then came. the play of the
game.
One of the top track stars in
the OVC is 9.4 sprinter Coveak
Moody. On a second and nine
from the 21, just two plays
after the missed field goal
attempt, Moody broke loose
down the right side for a 79yard TD run.
Peay made it 10-0 as Mike
Meador,booted a 44-yartl field
goal with 10:41 left in the first
half then with 3:54 left,
Meador hit one frorp,59 yards
and that made it 13-0 at
halftime.
The Goys had a scoring
threat aborted - in the first
sezies of the second half as
McFarland picked off a pass
on the Racer 28. The Racers
got nothing on their next
series then .Peay took over,
only to drive to the Murray 26
where Meador missed a 43yard field goal attemptThe Racers never even
came close to scoring in the
game. -Once in the third
period, Murray worked to the
Austin Peay 31 but lost the ball
on downs.
Murray had justD1 yards -oil.
the ground. The'passingthirvea:
worse. Daild Rizich
the ball 28 tithes, completed

just nine and had two picked Hilltoppers will be-- -no-.-had 68 pints, a far cry -pushover and would delight in
oft He
•from his brilliant per- handing the Racers their third
formance against Eastern straight losing season.
Kentucky when he threw for
259 yards.
Mike Dickens, who piayeTh"
for the first time since injuring an ankle October 15 in Marrs,
Rushing
Pia
the win at hffskile.Tennessee, 91
Posses All
—113--hit on two of five passes for 18 22
Passes
Comp
11-33-2
7154 •-•
Yards Passing
09
Or
yards.

Yardstic

About the only bright spot
for Murray was the defensive
play which held Austin Peay
to 335 yards, a fairly
respectable total of yards to
give up in a game.
Also, Wes Furgerson had a
good game in the punting
department as he punted eight
times for a 42.1 average.
Murray now dips to 4-5
overall and 3-3 in the league,

Total Yards
Fumbles 1...sst

177
1
22
42 1

The Ricers should improve
the mark to 5-5 this Saturday
when they host a pathetic
team.
Eastern
Illinois
However, it's going to be
Now riff Sese•d
Peay, 1:09 left in first quarter,
tough to even finish with a
Covask Moody 79-yard ID run, PAT by
winning season now because Mike Meador.Peay leads 7-0.
Peay: 10:43 left in second quarter,
even if the Racers do win
Meador 44-yard field goal Peay leads 10Saturday, they must close out G. •
queer.
the iear at Western Kentucky.' 7 Pei*: 73.14 WE In second
Meador 50-yard field goal Peay leads 13Despite their 1-7-1 record, the O.

Bag/ling.
_

Standings

Rom/Vague
.
W
Team
Dennison-Hunt
22
Hawaiian Tropics
20
Dixieland Center
11%
Paradise Kennels
18

17%
Beauty Box
Thurman Furniture
17
Bank of Murray 17
14 •
mirror Ing
Peoples Bank
13
13
Personality Beauty Shop
lerry'sRestaurant.- , 12
Roses
9
High Team Game(SC)
Beauty Box
Peoples Bank
Beauty Box
High TeamOome(HC)
Beauty Box

--

Roses
Peoples Bank

L
10
12
12%
14
14%
15
15
18
19
19
-20
23
798
776
746
1025
1017

1005
High.Team Series I$C)
amn
kesitity Box...... ,
--MOE
P6Oplei Bank
Dixigland,Center,,
High Team Series(HC)
Beauty Box
2873.
Peoples Bank
• 2872
Roses
• • High Ind.Gsune-4(4
/Ague Hinman
224
r..
193
Kay Garland
High Ind. Game(HC)
259
Marge Hinman
Kay Garland
247
Mandan Feagin
245
Illina:Seties(SC)
555
Lois Smith
519
Marge Hinman
502
Mildred Hodge
High hid.Series(HC)
657
Lois Smith
643
Vicki Grimm
Ray Garland
531
High Averages
160
Lots Smith
159
Wanda Brown
158
Marge limman
152
Mildred Hodge
149
Betty Par
148
Debbie Hopper
148
Pat Willett
146
Barbara 14eSon
146
Elaine Pittenges,
145
Sondra Rice
145
Jeanette Williams

BOMBS AWAY — Racer punter Wes Furgerson sends another
one soaring through the air in the loss to Austin Peay Saturday. Furgerson punted eight times for a 42.1 average, his best
game of thasecison.
(Staff Plato by Gana MeCiteisime)

Plain

Dresses $199
Iwadi

Democratic Nominees

Oriel any nwomber. You must present
this coupon whoa you Wins your
C,-..
cleaning to Boonit's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
N '- 10, 1477

Have Earned

Democratic Support
Following is a Est of Democratic nominees selected by the
Democratic Party by vote in the May primary electtalt tO Mr-for office in the general election. We urge all Democrats(and
others)to support these nominees with an[Xj on Noveipber
8. If you need transportation to the polls, to vote please call
753-3560.
Kenneth C. hoses sState Representative

Sid Easley
Judge of the Fvvtrict Court

Charles Thomas

DANCE TIME? - ft looks as if there's a dance taking place as three Austin Peay players are up
in the air. Actually, Tim Hickey (310) and Lionel Plaisance (77) are trying to bat down o David
Razich (12) pass. Blocking for Murray are Cecil Wolberton (75) and Jerry Lee (66).
(Staff Photo by Mike Bromism)

.
County Attorney

.OHL11112.131,111

Suits or

Bring any nUmbor. To,, must present
this coupon when you bring vow
cleaning to looses Cleaners
'4,upon 'rood thru
Nov 30, i777

YOU wear it more
Often, it should be
Drycleaned Often!
You'll be pleased
with the way

Don knell
Gil Hopson
Miley Irwin j,
Magistrates

Robert O. Miller 1.
County Judge Executive

'

Men's 2 Met

•
I adies Pantsuits $1 99 ,'

Bogard

Melvin Henley
Mayor

CIM.1113.43.1P11

"e4/Asz Piwkor

Mervin Harris -.I.
County• Court Clerk
Mui lamb

Sheriff.
Diaries E. We .11
Property Valuation Adm.
Heel 'Vitally" Jones ri
Jailer

••••-•
Thomas I. Walker ir
Coroner

Bum!Stoat Jr. ,
Martha Sammons ,

Raincoats $159

David Willis

Dick George ,
Ruby Hale'.
Billy J. Salentine
st • '
City Council(Ward A)

tring any number You must present
this coupon when you bring your

WE DO IT!

Johnny E Rickman
J. H. ilerdensin
Wiliam R. Forekes:11
Dr. J. D. Ovtlimed
1C-.C.luny a
Num'B. Illesnesr-C

Vote Democratic'
November)
Paid For By

•
ITIONVory CHirry Ihrowirif tketetvitemelti..

Jane Hispson, Treasurer

cleaning to lame', Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Sanoonc,

Boone's

City Council( Ward B)

• al•

-Thi;Cletiners IntOrevied- in
'eel!for
pick-up

--Sannum,

delivery

Nov u, •

r
CO C1144

--Leundryl Cleaners
PERINI AGAINST TNE PEAT — Toilbodt_Avelahtbat dike Ewers looks inside for some run
Bing room while tight end David Moons (1111) takes eat ,Austin Peay defensive back Lynn
11811sioek
with SS.yards.
_
_ (20). Perin@ led the Racers op *4
_
,(Staff Photo by Gone MeCinchinowl

335
1_

Penalties
73
Punting Avg.
35.3
Individual Rushing: Murray 91) Pertne 55, Johnson 27, Franklin 29,Janes
1 and Rini& -21. Austin Peay (253,5%004Y, _111.__Witehead JHJMk
Cliristophel 12 and Erwin 1,
Receptions' Murray (1146)- Johnson 1-)-2(, Jones 2-16, Franklin 1-9,
Thomas 1-5, Roan 2-21, Braaten 2-27 and
Perine 1-10. Peay (712) - Todd 1-1, .
.Bullard 2-22, Wright 1-10,Jilloady 1-16,
Christophel 1-19 and Whitehead 1-14.
Interceptions: Murray (3) - McFarland 2 and Shelton 1. Peay
Grimslby 2.
Racers: leading tacklers: Franklin
10T and 2A. Maxwell and 3A,Shannon
6? and IA,Wilson IT and3A,McFarland
sT and 3A, Martin IT and 114 cralg 4T
.
and 4A.
Tackles for minus yardage: Martin 2
for -14, Franklin 3 for -17, Maxwell 1 for 4,Shelton 1 for -3 and Wilson 1 for -2.

•
753-2552
N. 12th St.
13th & Main
I- 6th & Pop.

Shirts 3
tatindeiede
Bring any number You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to lie.., Cleaners.

Coupon Good thru
Nov 30,1977
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Simpson's Replacement, Roland Hooks,
Brilliant Day As Bills Upset 'Pats 24-14

That was the -first victory
By ALEX SACHARE
The Cardinals, 5-3,remaMed
It was the 22nd consecutive
Eagles MI,Saints 7
for -a National Conference in the running for a wild card loss for the Bucs and spoiled
AP Sports Writer
Ron Jaworsiti passed for
teapi over one from the playoff berth. The Vikings, the homecoming of Tampa two touchdowns and ran for
O.J. who?
The Buffalo Bills, who lost__ American. Conference this also 53, lead Detroit in the Bay Coach John MeKay, who two more, but the hero for the
superstar O.J. Simpson for the - season. The AFe holds e 10-1 NFC Central race by One had been a highly successful Eagles was punter Spike
season with a knee injury last lead.
game.
college coach at Southern Cal Jones, who pinned the Saints
week, have found a new
St, Louis, Cincinnati and
Raiders 44,Seahawks 7 before going pro. Pat Haden,a within their lit-yard line four
running star in Roland Hooks, San Francisco also posted
Oakland scored seven of the Southern Cal grad, threw two times. Ironically, Eagles
who rambled for 155 yards upsets, the Cardinals whip- first eight times it had the ball touchdowns as the Rams; 5-3, COach Dick Vermeil ha'd spent
(Sunday to help the•Bille upset---vjr'-the-Minnesota Vikings24.-irt routing the Seahawirs:-Kerr- moved to a-- one-game lead'`13% week trying to Mid*a new
the New England Patriots 24- 7, the Bengals edging the Stabler threw three touch- over Atlanta in the NFC West. punter,but came up empty.
14 in National Football League Cleveland Browns 10-7 and the down pass, Errol Mann
pen A,Falcons3
Dolphins 14,Jets 10
action.
49ers beating U. Atlanta kicked' three field goals and
San Francisco knocked
Efob Grisse threw scoring
"The' pulled themselves Falcons 10-3.
Willie Brown intercepted two Atlanta out of a tie for the NFL passes of 20 and 24 yards to
ding most of their time booing rebound at 7:22 of the third
By FRANK BROWN
3-2
together,"
Flyers
a
said
Buffalo
the
give
period
to
But
mighty
Dallas
easily
'•
Coach
..since
.
the.
losses.,
West lead. sacking Ealcons Dtwiel _Harris and Miami's
Canucks
Writer
_
AP-Sports
Jim Ringo, whose team put on survived the rash of upsets,
Broncos 21,Steelers 7
quarterback Steve Bar- defense kept the Jets out of the
A seven-gam& homestand team dropped its last four triumph.
observed its best offensive show of the defeating the New York
least,
Denver's Orange Crush tkowski seven times for losses end zone until the final
At
may have been too much of a home contests and hasn't
bad thing, as far as one of the scored more than three goals McIlhargey, "it's better being season despite the absence of Giants 24-10 to raise its record defense allowed Pittsburgh of 76 yards. The only touch- minute. The victory moved
Simpson. "They knew it 'to 8-0, the only unbeaten mark across midfield only three down of the game came on a 2- Miami within one-half game of
out here.
Canucks is at home yet this season.
Vancouver
waildn't do any good to in the NFL.
We all love playing on the
times as the Broncos kept yard run by Wilbur Jackson in Baltimore in the AFC East
But getting away from home
concerned.
and Denver pace With Oakland.
Oakland
- - - the third quarter. • race.
'The people'in VOncOnver fan pressures did little to help road. You can't make a
"We had something to prove remained in a tie for the lead
Special teams star Rick
would boo a cure for cancer," the Canucks' fortunes. They mistake there )in Vancouver).
observed defenseman Jack wentinto Philadelphia Sunday_ It's impossible to please them - that we weren't the worst in the AFC -West with 7-1 Upchurch provided the • ofteam in pro football," s4id records as the Raiders - beat ferisive spark, returning ,fiire
night ahd lost again as Bob the home fans)."
Melthargey.
Hooks."We had to get our self the Seattle Seahiwki 41-7 and punts for a team-record 167.
The fans have been spen- Kelly poked in his own
Bobby Clarke scored his respect back."
the Broncos defeated the yards including an 87-yard
third goal in two games and
It was only Buffalo's second Pittsburgh Steelers 21-7.
scamper for a touchdown.
_Orest Kindrachult collected victory in eight.starts, and it
Washington - plays at That was the firstpunt return
the
as
season
his first of the
left New England Coach Baltimore tonight.
for a touchdown against the
Senior forward Mike Muff dumped in 39 points and pulled
Flyers extended their un- Chuck Fairbanks confused
Steelers since 1969:
0
Chargers
Lions
20,
off
19 rebounds as the Gold team of Murray State defeated.
Ron'
five.
to
streak
beaten
and upset.
Chiefs 20,Packers 10
the
Blue team 93-92 in a scrimmage at Paducah Community
Sedlbader and Hilliard Graves
-I was really nervous before
Ed Podolak rushed for 98 College Saturday night.
tallied in the Canucks' fifth
game,"
conceded
Kane,
the
yards and one touchdown as
The two clubs were divided evenly with talent and about
"Now he WO says he will straight loss.
Detroit's new hero. They the Chiefs won- their first
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
400 people who were on hand were treated to quite a show.
Islanders
3
proper
winner
for
the
Bruins
5,
fight
the
slowly
brought
me
into
this
AP Sports Writer
game' under interim coach
The Geld team hit 39-of 78 attempts from the floor in their
Norton's Rick Middleton, Gregg
said
(starting) position. I think I Bettis, who took over after
• LAS VEGAS; Nev. tAP)- price,"
win. Besides Muff,three Others also hit in twin figures.
Hagman
Matti
Bob
Biron.
Now
and
manager,
Sheppard
ready
for
was
it."
When the bell rang sending
popular Paul Wiggin was fired
Danny Jarrett scored U points and hauled down 16 reboungoal of
As for his touchdowns, both on Monday.
Kea 'Nortoriand Jimmy Young his proper price is something each scored his first
ds while Skeeter Wilson had 14 points and eight rebounds.
New
beat
Boston
no
promoter
will
meet."
season
as
eXecired
on
short
of-Which
tiei
.
the
into action for the 14th round,
Bengals 10, Browns 7
Sophomore guard Lenny Barber had 13 points, including
Muhammad All shouted from Promoter Don King hopes York.
Chris Bahr's 47-yard field seven of seven from the free throw line. Freshman forward The Murray State women's dives over a stacked-up
All
will
find
$8
million
proper
goal
line
defense,
Kane
his ringside seat: "I'm tired of
goal in the third period gave Robert'Kelly scored six points and senior guard Glenn
Hagman tipped Gary cross country team ended its
fighting Norton. ,Win, Jim- enough,for that is what he has Doak's slapshot past Islanders season Saturday with an reasoned,"Up and over is the Cincinnati its victory and Jackson seven.
-offered the champ to meet
shortest way te the goal. It's tightened the AFC Central
•
my!
._
The key to the Gold win was the fact therhad 15 turnovers
goalie Billy Smith to break a 2- eighth___plaee finish
But this time boxing's Norton. Biron said he has 2 tie in the third period and Region Two Championships the easiest way to go because Division race. Cleveland still while the Blue team had 25.
given
King
30
days
to
mike
the
•
defense
is
usually
down
shaker
leading mover and
leads at 5-3, but Cincinnati,
The Blue team Shot of63from the field for 62 per cent.
Peter McNab scored the held at North Carolina State tight."
didn't get his way. Instead, All the fight, and King said All's gdflle-wiflner not much later.
Houston ,,and Pittliargh are
University.
Junior forward.Jolutaandell led the Blue attaek with 36
manager,
Herbed
Muham24,
Giants
10
Cowboys
-the
risk
to
.will have
all at 44.
Eastern Kentucky had 45
• points and 20 rebounds. Hetiton 17,of 23from the field.
Islanders center Brya4
The Cowboys overcame 14
heavyweight championship mad, and his attorney,
Oilers 47, nears 0
points
and
won
the
team
goal
Junior forward Johnny Thirdkill added 26 points and
his
ninth
Trottier
scored
penalties to beat the Giants.
- against Norton, who has given Charles Lomax, were conHouston's defense left hauled in 16 rebounds. He was nine of 13 from the floor and
and seventh in the championship over Tenof
the
year
sideringit.
risk
fights,
Pearao_ra tbte_e --Ghieage--with- a- net- -passing
or
him three.tough
nessee,- which also had,
losing at least a share of the The WBC doesn't care who Tsa-rivt 'genes y-ihne rookie
receptions set up two touch- yardage di-militia 16, While the -eight of 10-froMthe line: Also hittingtwin figures tvaa-juniorpoints.
But
on
the
system
used
•
Bossy
wing
Mike
All fights for or how much he right
downs and a field goal. They Oilers' big-play offense • guard Bobo Jackson with 21 points on nine of 15 shooting.
title by "ducking" Norton.
to
break
a
tie,
Eastern
won
David Lowry added four points, Tom Leffler three and
for
New
his
eighth
collected
Norton put Ali on the spot by fights for, only that he commit
also scored when the Giants overwhelmed the Bears. Billy
since their fifth runner came
scoring a split decision over himself within 60 days to fight York.
fumbled the ball twice.trying Johnson broke loose for two Darrell Willett two. Willett also had nine rebounds.
in 13th and UT's fifth runner
' Senior guard Jimmy Warren was injured and did not play
Flames 3, Black Hawks 3
Young Saturday night in a 15- Norton within six months or be
to receive a punt, Jay Saldi scores, racing /5 yards'with a
in the contest.
Grant. Mulvey scored on a was 18th.
round fight sanctioned as a stripped of title recognition.
recovering
for
Dallas
and
free kick and 61 on an endOther team scores included
The Racers will hold another Blue-Gold scrimmage game
heavyweight elimination by Should All .refuse to fight rebound with less than six
rolling into the end zone.
areund, and Dan Pastorini at Mayfield next Monday. The game will begin at 7 p.m.Then
Norton within 60 days,-Jose minutes remaining to help NC State 81, Virginia 153, Despite
the W orld Boxing
the
victory,
hooked up with Ken Burrough on the 21st, the annual Blue-Gold gene will be held in the
Ali made the Norton-Young.Suleiman, WBC president, Chicago tie Atlanta and ex- North Carolina 155, Kentucky Cowboys Coach Tom Landry
touchdown passes of 85 and MSU Sports Arena.,
for
Tech
164,
Murray
162,-Virginia
Black
Hawks'
untend
the
- tight by-suggesting he would said he would favor Norton
..state205, midis& college20e, was not happy. 'I don'tthiuk - 49yards.
meet the winner PIA.9Yer the being named WBC champion. beaten streak to sevengenies.
"It was the worst game I
William- tit Mary 242, Wake' we were • mentally conpast several -months, he has Such action would require
centrating enough today to have ever been associated
Sabres
7,
Blues
4
forest
283.
267
and
Richmond
been saying he would need $12 approval by the council,
executive properly," said with in any form"said Bears_
Center Gil Perreault scored
Brenda Webb of Tennessee ex
mte4ovsehehght: HOUR
Suleiman said,
three goals, giving him seven had a 17:11 over the three ‘'- anm • -trga Tong season:it Coach Jack Pardee.'"We were
has
ups
and
downs.
Today
was
DRY
in the last three games, and miles and won first.
humbled."
a down."
Rams 31, Bucs0
Rick Martin had two in
Murray's top performer was
Cardinals 27, Vikings 7
Center
Buffo10-!s victory over baPles4 -.Glenda Calabro who took 20tfi Jim -Reit
threwi two
Open 7 a.m.to6 p.m.
St. Louis. The Blues have won in 1959. Other Racer places
6 Days'A Week
just one of their 13 games, included: Camille Baker 36th touchdown passes and running Out For Season
• Phong 753-9084
though Coach Leo Boivin in 21:08; Sharon'Macy 45th in backs Wayne Mortis and
claims "Our record is a little 21:43; Mary Ann McConnell Terry Metcalf each scored
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP)Morris rushed for 102
GOOD TUES. WED. THUR.
decptive."
50th in 22:04, Lyn Barber 54th twice.
for
New
England Patriots All-Pro
attempts,
•
the
yards
in
27
NOV. 8-9-10
Red Wings 4,Barons1
in 22:26; Becky Beckman 60th
tight end Russ Francis may be
Bill Lochead scored two in 22:56 and Pat Taylor 63rd in second highest total in Carlost for the season with three
dinal history'.
goals to carry Detroit past 23:08.
_
broken ribs.
Ward A
Cleveland, which has won just
MIX OR MATCH
Paid for by Ruby Hale. Candidate
Francis was injured Sunday
seven.
one of its last
in the Patriots'24-14 upset loss
to Buffalo when he collided
with Bills linebacker Bob
Nelson on the Patriots' fourth
offensive play.
A Steve Grogan pass inNASHVILLE,'Tenn.(AP)-If you were Vanderbilt's foot- tended for Francis was inball coach and had your superstititiOns, you might have been complete and the tight end lay
motionless. on, the .field for
EJLPE RTLY DRY _CLEANED
Kentucky license plates were everywhere as traffic choked several minutes before
the streets around Dudley Field. Kentucky had a six-game walking off in obvious pain.
Slacks or
This is my last newspaper ad as a candidate but as Mayor you will be kept inHe was taken to Norwood
winning streak coming into Saturday'sgame.
formed on all plans and programs of the city because that office needs your comHospital
and
held
overnight
And although the sun was shining Saturday afternoon, gray
Trousers
me*,suggestions and support.
clouds were rolling over Naihville, bringing warning of the • for examination of the broken
EXPERTLY
accomplishments.
If
record
of
his
vote
on
you
to
opponent
asks
In radio ads, my
ribs-the ninth, 10th and llth
DRY CLEANED
second
come.
half
downpour
that
was
to
LAUNDERED
AND
as
you will permit that record to be the basis of your vote-and I feel it should
Then there was the game. Kentucky throttled Vanderbilt on his lower right side.
PR ESSIID TO
concerned people, you will support me.
PERFECTION
Coming into the Buffalo
28-6 as quarterback Derrick Ramsey and running back Joe
time,
entire
that
5000 ALL MIK
My opponent has served six yearsa Council Member and during
game, Francis had caught 14
Dipre scored two touchdowns each.
City
divisions
within
of
number
any
caused
and
problems
created
many
has
"The game kind of started typically, the way we've been passes for 212 yards and three
Government. During the previous administration, he was unsuccessful in his acplaying,"
Kentucky Coach Fran curl said after the garhe. touchdowns.
tions to be disruptive as neither the former Mayor nor the Council members per"I thought that Vandy's defense was the way we expected."
this
adyears
of
two
first
mitted him to carry out his methods of disruption. The
"We also contributed by making so many mistakes at firministration were more cooperative because Council Members would not permit
st," he said.
Please
administration.
the same tactics as he had unsuccessfully tried in the prior
Vanderbilt took a 3-0 first quarter lead when freshman
ask the former Mayor as to his experience in these areas.
Cody Whitt kicked a 32-yard field goal.
evident
in
been
have
divisions
During the past two years,4many problems and
Ramsey scored his first touchdown on a four-yard scramCity Government and my opponent has been quite active in creating problems
ble in the second period, but the Wildcats missed the pointinstructions.
administration's
within several departments, counter-active to the
after kick and led 6-3:
. His personal benefits as a council member are a matter of record and this appears
Whitt tiedlt for Vanderbilt in the second quarter 6-6 pn a44-which
departments
two
official.
The
contrary to the responsibilities of an elected
yarder. The field goals came on the first attempts this season
have the most problems, are areas he had personally taken upon himself to direct
for Whitt, who has been the Commodore punter all season.
If you would like to help plan
to a large degree - the street and sanitation departments. Both will probably
Vanderbilt was not to score again in the game. Coming out
a Memorial Scholarship at
operate with a deficit-possibly a fairly large total deficit.
after the half, Kentucky appeared to be a different football
MSU To Honor the Memory
scored
from
two
yards
team.
Ramsey
Quarterback
Derrick
His proposal to reorganize City Government will create more problems than you
of
'the late Congressman
the
Wildcats
ahead
put
his
team's
to
out
on
first
possession
subdepartments
heads
with
create
new
may imagine and it will be impossible to
for good 14-6.
Frank Stubblefield of
stantial increases in responsibilities without larger increases in salary and some
Dipre later scored on runs of six and two yards to seal the
additional positions and this is not close to fiscal responsibility. A council member
Murray - you are invited to
Wildcats'seventh straight victory.
who is willing to assume a part of the Mayor's duties and for any mistakes made is
attend
a
"At halftime, we just talked about cutting our mistakes
exceeding his authority and had better think twice as he was not elected on that
that,"
Curci
said.
than
really
no
out;
"Dutch
Treat"
other
adjustment
basis. I cannot recall the previous administration ever taking such an approach.
- Vanderbilt Coach Fred Pancoast, who watched his team
My opponent would not be carrying out the duties for which he was elected by shifBreakfast
lose its sixth in a row,had no illusions about the game.
ting some of his responsibilities-even though it would give him more time for his
at the
"It's just a matter of getting beat by a superiorlootball
personal interests. And the proposed reorganization would result in exactly that.
in,"
Pancoast
said.
going
team.
We
knew
good
Kentucky
was
the
Democratic
• I find it bard to understand the concentrated effort by a few in
"If we weren't able to establish any kind of rhythm in our ofParty to support a candidate who wants to be elected on what he has done when his
fense or in our running game and had to throw all the time,
but
a
party
race
that
this
is
not
people
now
know
record is so clear. I believe the
that kind of thing can happen.
one in which the best interegs of the city are at stake. The records speak for them"Kentucky is a great football team. They've got the best
selves and!have confidence in the people to objectively consider the results, based
defense I've seen in many, many years," he said.
on the records and facts2Integrity and ethics are two qualifications you must
The visitors' defense virtually ruled out a rushing offense,
demand of an elected official- Mayor and Council.
limiting Vanderbilt to 32 yards rustling on 28 attempts. Ken,. The Mayor's salary is $5,000 annually and-Lwill offer far more than my opponent
tucky entered the game as the besedifender against the rush
as I will be on the job to see that it is-carried out properly. My election will not
in the Southeastern Conference, limiting opponents t6about
create any problems for the Democratic party but probably help ip many waysand
113,yards pr twine
-It surety will hetiYour bestinterests:
The Wildcats, meanwhile; rolled up 272 yards Saturday in
glliS Coffin
-Me-6Charefilinforward
to
look
I
59 plays. Ramsey, the senior piaycaller, led his' mates by
Please Make Your Reservations With:
serving as yoar Mayor
gaining 131 yards on 16 carries.
Mancil Vinson, Director of Alumni Affairs,
Kentucky remains unbeaten in the SEC with a 4-0 record
' Most Sincerer'',
and 8-1 overall. Vanderbilt slipped te 0-4 in conference and 1-7
Murray State University - Talephone162-3137
H.- Ed. Chrismon
"OF
for the season.
"
Treasorer
Prirtrts*
Forrest
For
Ma)
or,
Pail F,e Ha Chrtsrnan rano pAlgo Fond
The Wildcats, play at Florida this weekend., while Van"..derbilt travels _to Colorado to plaK•Altrfitc.e.'
-

Canucks Unhappy With Fans
And Fans Unhappy With Team

Ali Didn't Get Wish,
Norton Wins Over Young

Muff Scores 39 Points
As Blue Edges By Gold

Racer Women
End Season
In Regional

One
cLeaneRs
cen.aishuo,

Please Vote
For

RUBY HALE
CITY COUNCIL

To The
Voters

•TOP

COATS

Wildcats Rip Vandy As
Ramsey Has Field Day.

SHIRTS

79'

Friends of Frank A. Stubblefield:

Holiday Inn
In Murray

Friday Morning Nov. 11, 7:30 A. It

•
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ElliElAt& RECAST
Calloway High FFA
Members At National

TWO PESTICIDE
DEALER
TRAINING AND
CERTIFICATION
MEETINGS

What About Soybean Rust?
A. Rust spores can be carried port any symptoms Inby
wind currents over short mediately for positive idensoybean rust!
A. Soybean rust ,is a fungal ilistances. However, it is not tification. Plants that (1) cast
infection' on soybeans and known if tffey-covid- survtve lower leavesprematurelym sy
or.(3)
some 20 other legumes, in- long-distance dissemination exhibit yellow leaves,
could
the
U.S.
show
to
brownish
bps
Caribbean
the
from
cluding scarlet runner.beanx.
lima beans, .and hyacinth mainland. But since host
Q. What and where is

Kentucky pesticide dealers
who have 'not yet been certified to sell "restricted-use"
pesticides,as required by law,
ill have an opportunity to
become certified by attending beans. This parasitic disease
two_atate-mide meetiner=
-wiaespreid iri'the- Eastern
November 16 at Hopkinsville Hemisphere and has caused
and
November 22 at crop losses of 50 percent in
Louisville.
Thailand and Taiwan. Gray"These will be our final brown spots on host plant
help
training meetings to
leaves contain pustules which
dealers become certified to release masses of sticky
.sell restricted-use pesticides," spores. The leaf tissue dies
says Wesley Gregory, Ex- and leaves do not produce as
tension entomologist isithe lJl_ much —food, reducing seed

be infected. Contact the local
coanty agent, an extension
plan pathologist at the state
agriesilturek.collage, or.tba
of
U.S. , Department
Agriculture.

Five members and one
The
members
from Tuesday, Novmeber 8, and
advisor, Larry Gilbert, of the Calloway are Steven L. Mc- ends Friday is one of the
seeds, plants and plant parts
Calloway County High School cuiston who has been ap- .1aegestaanualymith events in
WE DOC .RY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
that_can carry-the_nist-.are.
Chapter of the PiCure-IF'ar- proved by.the Vatibnal FFA the nation. More than 20,000
often exchanged among
WE ARE THE COMPETITION"
mers of America are among Board of Directors and FFA members and guests
countries for research and
the
approximately
450 National Officers as one of the from 50states and Puerto Rico
commercial purposes, the
members of the Kentucky Kentucky candidates, along are expected to attend with
disease could come to i• the
Association of FFA attending with Danny Kingins, Kenneth the purpose being to conduct
United States by artificial
the Golden Anniversary Paschall.,. Rod Cook, and national business of the FFA
means.
National- FFA convention in Roger Perkins.
- organization and to recognize
Q. What is being -done to
Kansas City, Mo., this week.
The convention which opens the accomplishments of FFA
keep soybean rust out of the
„,
members,
United Stalest _
_
The Kentucky
gallon College aL Agriculture and production, - - and
A. The Animal and Plant
yteid
will be led by Steven H. coordinator of Kentucky's Although the disease is not Health inspection Service
Washington, Adariville, pesticide- dealer and apknown to be in the continental (APHIS) closely watches
County,
state plicator training Program.
- Logan
of soybeans enUnited 'States. it
was shipments
at your service! president; Richard Farlee, The meeting in Hopkinsville discovered
States. Seed
United
tering
the
in Puerto Rico by
improve both production and type in your herd.
Ldne Oak, state vice= will be in the Western Ken- U.S.
from known rust-infected
Department
of
Call yciur nearby KABA man today
president; and Jeff Arm- tucky State Fairgrounds
countries is allowed under
Agriculture scientists in
strong, Lyon County, state Convention Center. The 1976—the first known case of permit after inspection to
secretary, who will serve as Louisville meeting will be in rust on soybeans in the certify that it is free of plant
JUNCTION Of HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD MAYFIELD
the state's official delegates. the Ramada Inn located at 1-64 Western Hemisphere. Another debris, treated with fungicide,
Phone 489-2151
Mark Stapleton,state reporter and Hurstbourne Lane. Both find was Positively identified and packed in clean boxed or
PHONE 247 6020 AFTER 5 PM PHONE 153 7452
from Johnson County, is an will begin at 10 a.m. local in Costa Rica in 1977.
envelopes. In addition,
OPEN FROM 7:30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
alternate delegate.
time.
specitilly trained inspectors
Q. How could an outbreak of
The Calloway. County
The 4JK-sponsored meetings soybean rust affect the U.S. are searching for rust in
-There's
Shield for
Chapter, along with Caldwell are being held in cooperation soybean industry?
Hawaii, the Gulf Coast, and
County and Lone Oak will with the Kentucky Departyou too
Atlantic
the
southern
A. in tests, the rust strain
receive a Silver award in the ment for Natural Resources found in Puerto Rico has at- seaboard. Plant disease
National Chapter Award and Environmental Protec- tacked but doesn't grow well specialists are on the lookout
program.
tion, Frankfort, which handles on—U.S.'commercial soybean in 10 midwestern states as an
Ronnie Ross
Farmington, along with certification needed to comply varieties. Few,: spores are added safeguard.
210E. Main
Johnson Central, Lyon with the federal law.
Q. What can be done to
produced and the chance of an
Phone 753-04.89
County, and Taylorsville will
So far, 11 pesticides have epidemic- is slitht. But the control an infestation of
as disease organism is very soybean rust?
be presented the National been
delignated
A. Experts say that finding
Gold Emblem award. Syrn- "restricted-use pesticides" by adaptable, - and genetic
sonia, along with Barren the U.S. Environmental changes could produce new and developing rustwestStant
and---1-iifienln-rCewAY •i-Prettietiorr Agency-{E-P A-) strains'capable of severe -soybean strains-is-the most
will receive Bronze awards. These include materials darnage.
practical method of soyhton
The
Eastern
Vote For
Two Kentucky Chapters will widely used to control insects Hemisphere strain is harmful rust control. USDA scientists
be honored in the National that damage crops in Ken- in its present form.
are trying to incorporate
FFA Safety Award Program tucky. Sixteen additional Q. How could soybean rust resistant genetic material into
who are Lyon County for a pesticides are up for spread to the continental U.S. commercial soybean
(Hardiman)
varieties. Fungicides are
Gold Award and Farmington classification review by EPA. United States?
being developed for use
for a Bronze award,
FEEDS
Ray Fowler, Lyon County
against the harmful Eastern
CAWING et AftX/NG
For Councilman
Hemisphere strain.
vocational agriculture inComplete Rationsin Meal orPelletsfor Alltivestock
•
• -atenetorandFFAadyjsae,aha
4 44.. whet Amide.Sumtertt_
been nominated to receive the
(No.2 on the Ballot)
- if he thinks the rust has inVITA FERM* SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
FFA's Honorary American
fected soybeans in his fields!
ANIMAL HEALTH
Farmer Degree.
A. Because soybean rust can
HORSE FEED
ROPI.ICT40/0LOGICAL5,
.‘
,
e'Verits still be held
mistaken brother soybean
•
be
We Can Mix lo Your Specifications IW &lig*Complete Feed:
AYARMACEUT/CALS,
I live at 1108 South 16th Street and am a lifetime
diseases, such as bacterial
throughout the convention,
44'/444Z PES77CIPE5
resident of Murray and Calloway County. I have
said Robert L. Kelly, state
ANO AEEP APP/77VES:„ pustule, it is important to
been married to the,former AO* Mae Podd,..
DOGFEED
-dfrector :of .AgrilitisInet,
SFVRTMIX--: 1la517?
&lighter
. ofClifford Dodd,TOr the-Past 43.
aridthe -itiite-WA -.years
Hunters and Kennel Chvners Ask About Our Kennel Price of 500
have one daughter, Betty Ann Patterson of Winter
advisor, Frankfort. Kelley
Lbs. and Over. Approved By The National Research-Count
Park, Florida. Lam a member of the University Chursaid reprots from vocational
ch of Christ where ',have served as a deacon for 20
agriculture instructors over
EQUIPMENT HAVE HEZPEP AMERICA'S
the state indicate that Kenyears. I have been employed as a salesman at
FARAIERS ,OVCREASE PROPLICTIOA/
DISTNBUTORS
WHOLESALE
Tip
• A Consumer
POUL77PY pRoat/C7Y
tucky's attendance at the
- OP MEAT ANT
,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet forihe past 23 years.
Farm Egaipinent, livestock Feeders and Waterers.
from Extension Specialists at
SINCE /950. 4
90%
over
500
NEARLY
total
convention
will
honest
To the iiest of my ability I will give fair and
the UK College of Agriculture
with over 100 local chapters
ANNAL HEALTH SUPPLIES
government Wall the people of the city of Murray,
GET THE MAX/MLIM SENEPT FROM '77./E5E
being represented. ---------.Between. ,meal_snacks can
AlulLand frimpleto La t.Products for Prevention Of Livestock
,
84€ 7001.5 OF,F000 144_00LIC7704 _FAR/WE...QS
/00.96
lam not tied to any-click and- will be free to voteiny
Disease. Prescription Drugs Armlet* Through Your Veterinarian.
RELY ONPerAger Ai57veic7ro,is Pkowoey sr
make a significant contribuconviction for a better Murray and for all the
7HE-MANUF4C7URER5. THE LABEL GYRECTIONS,
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and 'Qualified to Discuss Your Animal
nutritional
the
to
tion
people of Murray, not just a chosen few.
545E0 ON LASCWATORY ANC'RELPe RESEARCH
Health Needs. We Work Together.
content of the day's diet. U.K
I was elected on the Democratic ticket last May
APPROYEP BY GOVERNMENT AGENC/S,
ANL
,
say
nutritionists
extension
1
A NEW SERVICE
TELL LIVESTOCK ANL,
and am asking all of you who voted for me then to
healthful snacking foods to
VE7rJlitl4RY NUTRMONAL COUVCILING
PCXILTRY PROPUCIMS
please do so again and those of you who. did not to
HOW MUSE ANIMAL
-keep iari hand'include peanut
- COMPRISED OF:
please consider supporting me if you see fit to do
HEALTH PROOL/C75 FOR
RATION FORMULATION
butter., crackeis,.che,g4e, lush
so. I earnestly solicit your,vote and influence.
MAX11.11/44 EFFEC77VE1IE5S; —
HERO HEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS
fruits and vegetables, cottage
Thank you in advance for your help.
PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE
cheese 'and onion mix for a
M42/P
/0UES.
56AL
H&P
RE5
AN
iLL17
1. H. Hardeman Nix
neighbor Nutrena knows howto help.
Your
unswcztened
vegetable dip,
•
Political ad paid-for by-the candidate
fruit juices, sunflower seeds,
nuts, soybean 'crunchies and
FRANKFORT—Private and
dried fruats
commercial Pesticide ap-HEALTH INSTI77./TE:5
F
NE
I
plicators alarmed at not
SYMBOL, AF'PEA4M/6 ay majyy LABELS,
having received federallyTELLS A STORY .
required certification cards
won't actually need the cards glii* "TAKE 77445 REAP 77fE LABEL,"
until February.
"Applicators won't need the
cards until all labels for
pesticides include the names
°fall ingredients and have the
word 'restricted' on them,"
said Fred- Waters, pesticides
chief in the State Department
for Natural Resources and
Eniironmental
Protection.
Department officials and
country extension agents have
'Jackson Purchase PCA
received numerous queries
We've got the hottest' deals in
305 No. 4th St.
from applicators wanting to
trucks today. And, if your size is
Murray,
Ky.
753-5602
know when they would receive
medium, now's the time to try
their cards. Federal law
Sure, you depend on him a great deal now.
on
a rugged, dependable loadrequiring certification set Oct.
And in just a few years you'll regard him as a
513-- star.
21 as the deadline for cerfull business associate.
Today, Loadstar's got three
tification.
With his new responsibirities will come new
ways to help you arrive at your
Waters said that once the U.
ideas on how your operation can move
decision" —
"one sure
S. Environmental Protection
ahead.
For assistance in financing- this vital
Economizer, Binder and SunAgency (EPA) classified a
growth, look to Production Credit.
dance. And, one of them is
chemical as being restricted,
Helping assure the future
bound to suit your mediumthe manufacturer will have 45
of a farm family thr.ough
days to get the new label
duty truck needs to a "T."
sound credit services is our
approvel by the EPA. After
Were a farming community., and the
business.
,
approval the manufacturer
people around here have special finanThe go ahead people
will have another 180 days to
• The Loadstar Economizer is the lowest-priced diesel made in
cial ngeds. We'll service those needs the
get the labels on-the conAmerica. Ws a value when you buy it — and it keeps paying oft
tainers and in the stores.
best way we know how.. with complete
with dependable performance for years to come.
"According to reliable.
financial support. See us!
Fey./things on wheels are stingier with a gallon of gas than the
sources in the EPA, it will be
Binder.
It's specially built for today and today's gas prices.
the first of February before
. Sundance
,
And
if
you want to mix business with pleasure, till;
any . restricted labels will
is just what you'ie looking for. Glossy on the outside, comfortappear on the shelves in
conscious on the inside — Sundance gets the job done with a
stores," Waters said.

Proven Bills

id
ty.

Ut

ir

Is.

rd
In

rs

36

eSTEIGER,

JAMES TUCKER

,Car
Insurance

ARMINGTON FEED

F FARM SUPPLY,INC.

FARMINGTON,KT.
1"We Know How

,

111119 H
Zirks
Opportunity."

J.H.
Nix

An

Pesticide
Cards Should
Be Received
Before Needed

Nutrena.Feeds

Air,*

Lending a Hand..

"You've stopped raising
a son.You're building a
partner. Let us help'?

One sure decision...
Loadstar!

that's what we're
herefor..

Bank of
Murray
.FDIC

special flair,
Fenno-miter; Binder -Stinfianfe. Ofle

titaddned.tbatOg_tArsla.

now being printed and all
applica9brs should receive
'their cards well before then.
Kentucky emerged as the
nation's leadef in certification
of applicators.

4414441 i4Agin tOf

Taylor Motors, Inc.
So 4th St
_

753-3372
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2 Notice

2 Notice

1 legal Notice
NOVEMBER 7, 1977 - I
will not he responsible
for any debts incurred
exc-ept those made by
mepersonally. ,T. D.
McMillen.

11:a1111111
JOHN C. NEUBAUER
COMMON COUNCIL
Nov 8 1977

Paid by candidat,

1•11441 rid 1-11•0 "1100 111" Nollend Drips,1.11.,41L

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
Sizsrilito any site.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40--Fiist--sertrice.
Arteraft, 118 South-19th:
753-0035. Free parking
let, use our rear entrance_

.Sports _7.5.1-1918
Retail _Display advertising 753- /9 / 9
.. __Display.
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached-- on -• 7531916 and 753-1917
EmemoniNft.

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular•display,
mt .be sgtnitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication. -reader
A 1I
classifieds must be.
submitted by 12 noon
the:. clay before
publication.

Answer Io-S ratty Puz;le
c Th
65 Bandy/corn ,..----...„...,i----",hair
around
I AN
0 ,I•IE A L Y
,
0
,
_66,044,100
1 Noyqgy
4. Saint labbri 67 Emmet
A P. t•I S
1 7, -p
- e Neer
11 Places for _ _ . DOyytil _ ri‘• 1
.. cornbat
1 Seascm of
PE
R f it
year
• 3.Sovereigns
X L•
-1 French
2 Region
RL
44
• 3 Prefix_ down '
Article
A 13;_irt
with.
' c- flush
4 Drawing
.51 H
I?
SUCCESS
f00,71
MO
18 FalSitfer
VE
IA
5 Former
1 9 Once
0 trE S
E
1.
Russian
around
G E n
rulers
AG
ME-- - track ---6 Having a 1CIP-r
44 Worm
2 1 Native meta!
klnd pt
- 24;
niece
46 Long tor •
cheese
- -(011
• • -7-§Imboi for
48 Zesty
22 Article
25 Compass
lutczium
49 Girl's name
23 Perceive by le Spanish pot
point
the s?nses
51 Singing
9 River in. - -27 So ttcit!
voice
6 Organ of
Please
France
hearing
54 Consanguineous
29 Spar
10 Period of
Majority
29 Servant
55
30-Crnus of
time
Irma La Follette
3t Network
56 Exclamation
Maples
12 Compass
33 Pronoun.
point
32 At this place 57 Product of
John Neubauer
inflammation
34 Alternating
4 Senior
36 Once
current ,
-59-Prepostt4on
-around
(abbr
Stephen_ Yarbrough
(abbr)
_track.
62 Rehold!...,
17 Athletic _
35 High
64 A continent
37 Seeded
group
(abbr.)
mountain '1 • 2b Greek letter 42 Woody plant
Paid for by George A Rogers
38 River in
1. ••>"
9 10 f.,:••
8
7
7.•.!,.f6
5
Scotland
4
1;•`.;•
3
2
1
J
•••,,
*jr
•-:•-:
39 Printer -s
*eY-V1
••17
WHERE IS Paradise? Is
measure . ti
..../.13
14_
•
......,
4Q Compass
r ••
in
Christ
Jesus
10
- ,1
l7
point
15
:.:•10
Paradise? If not, where
41 Seer
.. ,
•
C,`••.`, .,,,,,,,.
t-gredient
.
/17'.•47;2
is Jegas Christ? For-the
,
,
•••••••;•••
.i . .,... 21
39 - .Z)
-43 tease
answers to these and
45 Attempt
. -:,"."•12s •rii-.11.'
51'
4
47 toc.iar
.„:•••-.1
any other questions that
, •
::.-::4:••,:
gatherings
•l 33
'
•:••I
-,
7 ..
.3.
:
;
...':•t
....- 31
might arise check the
... i
.
i• .'
50 Babyionian 29 30
deity
pages of the only in\:::::•."38
39
..r:'.
t'.' • 35 'id
34
52 Approach
tif....:
struction book inspired
53 Everybody
44
43
-.^.."•1;•;•;
42
40
uncle
by God for the use Of his
?••••:: ,•:•:'
1.,•;.:.
••-•66Semi'
' 4s49
46 . .•••.• 47
45
people, The Iroly Bible.
. precious
stone
For assistance call 753674 3 54 55
Si .
1 >•32
7
51
.
58 Doctrine
0984. • ••
60 Knockout
asa
f5CROSS -

/ of
114.311SG..TeP19.1
Sammy Keys Fey,
• who_ passed. away
lith,-1970.-A million thnertwe have needed YUTT
million times we have
cried:If love'alone could
have saved you, you
never would have died.
In life we loved you
dearly, in death we love
you still. In our hearts
you hold a place no one
else could ever fill. It
broke our hearts to lose
-you; hnt- you
alene.-A part of Ira wentwith you, the day God

hatter+
61 1„,pti
• forcibly
63 Spiritual
• wisdom

\
61.

.

62

WEEKLY
$200
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a self-stamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box -1-2f,T--Eureka, South Dakota
.49.7.
57

'
•

PEANUTS

feat,* Scricacam.,,,c •

977

OK-AY-.-,i5PIN FOR-5ERVE!

A131..40,READY- TO PLAY ?

-T1.9kirT
THA

••

_ 1111

Coasted to year present
en duct rrno

1 50205
4 ..a.1
EXACTLY...

4624.

I.

I

- •muuSErAintrrat3-

:ksdtgr44CC-Agr-:-9-4

wanted, previous-taped-en& necesia-Treall

••••••

-753-9382 after S-p. m.
EARN MONEY NOW.
take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for free
_ catalogs on toil free 800831-125&

-7

NANCY
I

WHAT A

You CI OrNG-,
CiTYti

pop,.
_

C try
POOL

NANC.:`,

,

PART TIME janitor, late
hours. Call 753-0189.

DROPPED A DIME IN
TI-4E POOL AND I'M
DRAINING
IT,

14 Want To Buy

_

4. II

-

a

ttisi

WE BUY Used _trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Fairly new. In good
condition. Call 757-2901
-rifter-IT

tom
*vs..

.BEETLE BAILEY
PONT HANG JP
YET, BEETLE. I
HAVE SOMETHING
ELSE TO
TEL YOU

OKAY, BUT COULD YOU
TALK A LITTLE FASTER,
BLI%Ny 2

r111411,

0

//

0
4
11141111

PHONI /53-3838

•

if(.)1
).
Agr2. 0

STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call
498-8757..

THE PHANTOM
OH,DAVE,I HOPED
DIANA WOULD
MARRY A NICE MAN
LIKE SVEN OR
DR. HEN R Y .

NOT THAT,.
GHOST...THAT
GUA RDIA N

LILY, DIANA'S
LOVED HIM
SINCE GHE
WAS A CHILD...

I DON'T KNOW, t
CHOW CAN WE HAVE A \
ASK HIM. THEY'RE
WEDDIN&?..CAN Niav
WAITING TO TELL
SEE HIM WALKING
INTO CHURCH IN THAT) US THEIR PLANS.
OUTFIT

WANTED - Slant Six
motor for a 1966 Dodge
Standard Shift. Call 4362292.

1

;9-

•-•%

Alio% r

••••

-

4-11

/1\

41

Ai

7

-MOND!!
•

Cm

I THINK
GETT:iNG A STY._
IN MY EYE

-

R''
MY GRANDMOTHEI-4AD A CuRE
FOR THAT )

JUST SPIT THREE times
AND Bur& A FROG
AT MIDNIGHT

74

SPITTING I CAN DO
THE FROG IS GONNA 3E
THE HARD PARTj
_
_

;

r-

sr0-4
ce

t

Friday and Saturday
from 10 a.m.to 4:30 p.m.

•
,
dr

WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753.5669_
15 Articles For Sale
YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT worries will be
over when you come see
a unique collection of
antiques, depression
glass and dried flower
on
arrangements
display Inside the Hair
Dresser_Aieelty Shop,
201 South 6th St. Sold by
Mrs. Ett e Morris
through
Month of

It

16.,)ir<3

:11.0
•

Burley
Tobacco
Poundage
Needed
15c
per lb. cash

ANL

Is-

AGALI.ON CORN syrup
drumS irith removable
tight fitting lid. $5.00
each. Also odd lots of
candy. Coconut candy
bar, $1.00 per lb. Nut
- logs, $1.00 per lb. Call
lietwftri 8'and'4:30 7534953 Ky. Candy Co.

•

1

Ada.

i5,,,,...7,••••••”.4.54

FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436-2758 vr 753.6882.

OAK FIREWOOD for
I
4366820
'
sale. Call
I
The "Wood-Berner" that asses,
rov Mists ilt1.90
-MAYTAG, gas dryer,
RIPPIIIMITAIWAr
white, perfect condition.
WNW(01 010)WOMB
$65. Foam rubber
mattress, box springs
and metal frame. ;15.
Call 753-1310.
•

For a full time
the
at
position
Service
. Goodyear
Store, Murray,Ky.
Full hospltaliP.M911
re rs erne.
liiid
available.
benefits
Please apply in person.

Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128. -

VF.67
. 66
•
;1̀....1
:1:•-7
'7.16eDi tr. by I. nite4 Feature Syndicate. Inc.

•• 65

30" G.E. electric range,
Self
Copperlone--.
cleaning oven. $65. Call
753-7765.

energy mate

Experienced
Mecirenk
HEEDED!!

Products.

USED FURNITURE and
Appliances.
Refrigerators, bedroom
suites, 7 piece dinette,
living room suites,
sleeper, cabinet sewing
machine, wine cabinet,
base cabinet, one
hundred amp service
pole. Carraway Fur-`
. niture, 105 N. 3rd, 7531502.

KY.
WESTERN
Chemical plant needs an
experienced maintenance _ mechanic.
Apigiant must have at
least 3 years experience
as a maehinest. Excellent starting wages
end , company -paid
-fringe- benefits-z-Send- -regime to Box 32G7

6 Help Wanted

A TX I N

'67

liZii;)

LOST BLACK Labrador
Retriever, 10 weeks old.
$20 reward. Call 7530575.
1978 MHS Senior ring.
Initials AJR engraved.
Reward. Call 753-3896.

..S.E7-47

-

IMMEDIATE_ OPENING
for Courier car driver
approximately 30 bouts,
5 days per week. Apply
between 9 and 5, PSIt,
205 South 6th or call 7539694.

5 Lost And Found

VOTE
FOR
CHANGE

PORTABLE DISHWASHER,like new. 848
_ to 450.-306 South. 16th.
Murray, Ky. 753-3478.

BABYSITTER needed for
infant - beginning
December 1. Preferably
in my home 8 a.m. to
4130 p.m.I day_ week.
-Please veil 7634490. -

Lack. you bonace_SodlY _
missed by family.

•

OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
758-2359.

Murray
Appliance Co.
412
.713-15N-

KIMBALL SWINGER 580
organ. Like new. 650.00.
Call 1-527-9283.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753-4758
23. Exterminating

Full time service man.
Will consider man
with experience or
someone that is serand
vice inclined
_
willing to be trained.
Apply at

IN

22 Musica;

SOLITAIRE Tiffany
carat
setting, .4'2
diamond ring. White
gold, size 5. $350. Call
759-1166.

WANT1D

4 In Memory

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Crossword Puzzler

WAITRESS.
In -person
TrenittrIm'a-,- -1108
Chestnut St.
Apply

blocs sok rid leo lox toke

30 Business Rentals

15 Articles For Sale

Help Wanted

NIGHT

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, slaves and
haircuts. 209 Waldrop

News, Society and

6.

2 Notice

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

Phone Numbers _
For The
Ledger & Times
Depailments
Are As Follows

AS OF November 3, 1977,
I, W T. Turner, will not
be responsible for any
debts other than my
'own. W. T. Turner. .

310 11:0

4111L.

OAK FIREWOOD. 15.80._
rick delivered. tall 753--4a04.Mtst p.

I

31. Want To Rent
APARTMENT NEAR
Campus for spring
semester. Call 767-2901
after 6 p.m.

V7FRE
Termite
Inspection
Certified Sy IPA
!Ivied Casiff Nome lbernas

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

boo snood Alf swami over Ye
r6
mai ramovel
yea, Ow ms
4fidebei.
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

WANT TO- RENT a 3
bedroom- - house for
retired couple in or
around, Murray. Call
753-6755.

•

32 Apartments For Rent
NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for girls.
80.00 per month.. Call
753-3685.
FURNISHED
NICE
:-Apartzflent-Inquire---100South 13th.

Aral•

24 Miscellaneous
5 I
TIAVAILAB
All
foam.
Urethane
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers
-Nor dirt and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo,. Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
J.136_
F URNITU
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-44X7323.
76 TV Radio
ZENITH TV SALE. Tilde
now and save. All color
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174-Open 7:306:30 or„7-Crainer_ Dy
appointment.

EFFICIENCY • _ apartment, air condition,
near campus.Girls only.
50.00 per month. Call
753-5051.
ONE
FURNISHED
bedroom apartment
near downtown Murray.
Call at noon or after 5,
753-4109.
38. Pets Supplies
Registered
AKC
miniature Schnauzers.
Call 753-6749 or 436-5838.
AKCMALE black Cocker
puppies. $80 also taking
Orders for Christmas.
Buff and red colored
Cockers. Call 527-8383
after 5 p:m.
AKC •MINIATURE
Dachshund puppies,
bloodlines,
champion
pedigreed. $40475 each.
Call 1-527-9700. -

AKC Doberman pup, Call
MUST
MOVING
753-4440 or 753-1948.
SACRIFICE. Like new
_
-14/LAI4F-.79/11s1Ver---liiRt - - Arc
ri..tstrialt--dryer, stcre---br-stcte-females,
Dalmation
refrigerator-freezer,
50.00. Call 1-527-9283.
console color T.V. and
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
miscellaneous
-and white television .
.AUSTRAUAK SHEEP
household items. Call
Perfect for dorm room
dog,6 months male. Call
after 4, 753-6997.
---- -763-4012. - .
• -or - second -T.V-, - Good
condition.. -Best offer.
16. Home Furnishings
e.
-76T-4214CATI
•
,
R EP/LTOR
tWIN BED with box
27 Mobile Home Sales
•
sinings and mattress, •
HOME, 3
MOBIL$
1374
almost new. Lane cedar
bedroom, 2 baths,
chest, inghtstand with 2
central heat -AbIL.111.t..
436deep drawers. Call
underpinning, nice front
South 12th at Sycamore
5881 after 6 p.m. or
porch. 'Furnished or
Sunday.
TELEPHONE 753-1061
unfurnished. Call 753-5
V1YEE- -3418 after '
LAYAWA-Y
WIDE SELECTION of
CHRISTMAS - sleepers,
MOBILE HOME 10 x 54,2
new and almost new
sloppy Joe, pine suits,
bedroom, completely
brick homes, priced
matching tables, book
furnished. 2300.00. Call
reasonably. Lakeside
shelves, lamps, many
753-9817 after 4 p. m.
_homes. Building lots in
-other suites, also Inve
various parts of the
seats, bedroom suites in
,
- •
SIX ROOMS unfurnished
including
county
pine, oak, maple and
garage,central air. 75' x
and
Kenniana
cedar. Headboards, all
225' lot. 200 ft. off HighPanorama Shores.
sizes and styles, ladder
way 280. 7,000.00. Call
Popularly priced. Good
back chairs, finished
436-2733 after 4 p. m.
brickhomein tawa-fine
and unfinished, also
near ' Oaks
home
metal wood heaters.
BY OWNER - due to
Club. Frame
Country,
_
_
-Utility wall' and base
serious tiffltlent ive-Are
home priced to sell.
cabinet, bean bags.
forced to sell cardinal ' Store and cafe, may be
Furniture,
Carraway
Court Mobile Home
purchased without stock
105 N. 3rd, 753-1502.
Park. 11 units., now
and fixtures for $22,000.
rented, also 7 spaces
Fulton Young Realty,
rented, total 18. Income
G.E.
TURQUOISE
753-7333, after hours
now $1,661 per month.
washer and dryer, 1 12
Forest Shoulders 753Room for 6 more units.
years old, $350 for both.
8071, Chester Thomas
For quick sale Thomas
If interested, call 753753-8274, Fulton E.
A. James, Route 3,
1959.
Young 753-4946,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or
17. Vacuum Cleanets
call 247-8885.
ELECTROLlUX SALES
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
and service. Call Ton;
REALTCRS
MOBILE HOMES and
Montgomery, 753-6760
Uncle Jeffs
mobile home spaces foc,
day or night.
Shopping Center
rent, at Riviera Courts,
759 1707 or 759-1716
18 Sewing
Call 753-3280.
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Center, South
16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Tapestry
Paternayan
yarns in stock, also
Paternayan 3 ply
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodety.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
- needlearts.
19. Farm Equipment
I 35
MASSEY
FERGUSON
tractor,
plow and disc. 1974 F-600
Ford truck, with lime
bed. Call 527-8374.
20 Sports Equipment
COMPOUND BOWS Wing Thunderbird 45-60
lbs. Wing Chapperal 4560 lb. Wing Ketchum 4560 lb Wing arrows. Call
751.6489 -

LPN's Full TimePart Time
RN's Full TimePart Time
Maplewood Farms
Health Care Center
Contact Miss Porter at 2474700

WANTED DEALERS
To install sprayed foam insulation in -014 and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver.,Every home
and building owner can use it, and can save them up
to 50% of their heating bills. We are the only
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We areinterested Only in-selling
this foam insulation that we manufacture. Can ite
applied all year round. Write: Imperial Coatings f!
thenicals, 4700 Wissahichon Av. Phila., Pa. 19144,
. 2I5)8444708.

•

4
•0

0
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CAN'T find a home you
like? Then buy this lot in
Canterbury And. build
your own. Beautiful
corner lot 14012x120. S.
W. corner. Of- Oxford
Drive and Tabard
Drive. Only 6,300.00. The
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, Uncle Jeffs
Shopping Center, 7591707 office, 759-1716 after
hours.

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors
We're not the oldest or
largest -real estate
firm in Murray - yet!
But we are striving to
bethe best. We invite
everyone in Murray
and CallOway Co. to
come by and meet us
at the most conveniently located real'
estate company in
town. When you do
business with "us,
you'll be glad you did.
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors
IUncle Jeff's Sliopoiseg Center

49. Used

TWO FOR THE MONEY
- Brick duplex with
each unit having 2
bedrooms located only 4
miles from Murray.
This property offers a
good return or investment and owner
would consider financing. Priced in low 20's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

31-11 311E
Cats & Trucks

51 Serwices Offered
SHARP 1968 Chevy
WIRING
shortwbeei Nue pick_ •ELECTRIC
home ancrEdustria-Tair
up. 327 automatic with
conditioning, and
wide tires and wheels
refrigeration, beating.
850.00. Call 354-6217.
Call 474-8841.

4
ift*
1k
10,11 'tato
kieftites• ,
AdViem
1111‘40

1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent buy Call 7534331

51 Services Offered
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

51. Services

Offered

WILL
DO
general
housecleaning.
Call
Cathy 753-8563.
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continous gutters
WOULD LIKE part time
per your
installed
secretarial work.
Call
specifications.
LICESED' ELEC.
"Medical
secretary
753-2310.
at
Taylor
. Doug
--TRICIAN and gas-Inexperience. ran 15950. Campers
for free estimates.
stallation
do
will
1587.
WHITE CAMPER SALES
plumbing, heating and
INSULATION BLOWN in
-COUNTRY FOLKS
authorized dealer'tor'
DO-- -1T01:1 need stumps
sewer cleaning. Call 753®KOPPENUD
by Sears save on these
Located 6 miles from
both Starcraft and Fan.
removed from your yard
7203.
high heat, and cooling
REALTY!!!
Murray:---- This
Travel trailers and pop
3
or rand cleared Of
Doug
Taylor
bills. Call
"Your Key To Happy
bedroom, 1½ bath home
up. Take advantage of
We can remove
stumps?
YOUNG
MOTHER
will
at 753-2310 for free
offers easy, happy
fall prices on new 78
House Hunting"
stumps up to 24"
babysit with small child
estimates.
family living at a
models and be ready for
753-1222
beneath ground. Leaves
3 months and up
711 Main
•
reasonable price. Home
spring. Bank financing
only sawdust and chips.
anytime. Love children
CUSTOM CARPET care.
is situated on 11
available. Located 4
/
2 acres
Call for free estimate,
HUGE SMALL HOME have references. Call
Steam clean one room at
with lots of shade trees
miles East of Murray on
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Not an inch of wasted
Jill 753-4530.
1•0 F••,•• S,e1K.•t•
,
r/
•197,SiL.0
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
Highway 94. Call 753and two outside storage
space in this comBob Kemp, 435-4343.
will clean the hallway
ELECTRICAL WIRING 0605.
buildings. Priced at
fortable 6 room 3
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
53 Feed And Seed
home or indUstrial. CIO
11WH1
/
4e ALL THIS FUSS OVER THE
32,5Q0.00.
hciaie
- bedroom....brick__Nem
10' room would only be
Charles
Cooksey after 6
STRAW FOR SALE. One
KOPPERUD REALTY,
PANAMA CANAL? IT'S 140T FIT TO WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
drap
ei
$8.00. Call 753-1335. '
FROM - MSU
5
p.m. 436-5896.
to 500 bales. Call 753TRAILERS' - complete
throughout this atPRI1.1k.
bedroom brick-2 baths, ,7$3-1222. Real Estate
sales
4518.
Service
Headquarters
in
tractively decorated
WET
BASEMENT? We
carpeting, drapes,.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
department at 1-24 and
49. Used Cars & Trucks
Ckelloway County.
spotIESS Mime. Re'slim
49.Used Cars & Trucks
make wet basements
54. Free Column
electric heat pump with
and furniture cleaning.
Route
68,
Cadiz,
Ky. Call • dry, work
6--See-tES-- one. - Only
---1air conditioning,.family -completely
1974 FOUR WHEEL drivit .1973 BUICK Electra. 4
Servicemaster
offers
FREE
TO good home,
522-$507.
29,500. HAND-IN-HAND
• - guaranteed. Call or
room with fireplace,
Chevy, power steering,
steam or dry foam
door. AM-FM radio Call
two 8 month old cats
- Good looks and good
51.
Services
write
Offered
Morgan
Condishwasher, disposal, 20
Waldrop Realty
method. Servicemaster
air condition, 4 speed, -- 753-4445.
One female spayed and 1
living to hand-in-hand in
x 22 concrete patio, 12 x
struction Co., Route 2,
has been cleaning the
new wheels and tires.
LICENSED
In Business
ELECmale neutered Call 759this like new 3 bedroom
16 outside storage shed,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
$3400. 1968 Dodge grain 1972 CHEVROLET El
finest homes for over 30
TRICIAN prompt efSince 1956'
1636.
brick located on Hwy 121
42001. Phone day or
etc. Immediate
truck, $1850. 1962 Dodge
years, and are Number 1
Camino 350, air,-power
ficient service. NO job
753-5646
Calloway-Graves
at
night 442-7026.
possession. Call Stinson
FREE KITTENS white in the professional
truck tractor, $650. Call
steering and brakes
too small. Call Ernest
County Line. This home
Realty, 753-3744 for
and gray, long hair,
489-2792.
cleaning
business
today.
Excellent condition.
White, 753-0605.
INSULATION SAVES
is located with extras
appointment; .
housebroken. Call 436Call Servicemaster, 7532200.00 firm. Call 753RENT? About
WHY
$$$.
Attics
and
walls
bill 'priced to sell at
5502.
0259
today.
43639,800
1971
m.
PINTO,
FORD
5
HOME
GENERAL
after
p
or
7117
miles West, double
, blown. Free estimates.
39,900.00. Call or come
INVESTMENT
actual Miles. $750. Call
remodeling, framing,
2292.
garage with 2 room
Call 753-3316.
by 105 N. 12th, BOYD
PROPERTY - 407 So.
aluminum siding and
apartment aboye,Call-=-7534649 or 753.4647.
REAL
MAJORS
10th, 2 bedroom frame.
gutters. Call 1-354-8951 FOR BACKHOE and
489-2110.
1967 PLYMOUTH,4 door,
ESTATE, 753-8080.
1973 CHEYENNE pickup, -318, aUtamatic,
Rents for 125.00 month.
or 1-362-4895.
bulldozing needs. Coll
air and double poweitN, Dependable tranPrice 11,700.00. Do-ril let SMALL FARM - .40
7,437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
Long wheel base. -Exthis one get away.
John C.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
sportation. Looks good. WILL
acres, some bottom
HAUL
cellent condition. $2400.
Wilson Ins. & Real
JaMes Harmon, Taylor
land, some nice timber.
DRIVEWAY gravel_ or
Neubauer
tall 436-2889. -Estate 753-1263---anytline.
FOR YOUR septic tank'
Motor.753-1372.
Four room house, good
decorative rock or stock
Realtor
and backhoe work
pile
mobile home, good
lime.
Call
753-6763
1964 INTERNATIONAL
406 Sunbury Circle
lbst Your Property With UsIMMEDIATE POSSneeds. Also septic tank
PICKUP,
GMC
1976
tobacco barn and stock
Roger
Hudson,753-4545.
.pickup. Call 753-3280.
.._
ESSION
or 753-5287
Phone
Three
753-0839
cleaning.
Call
John
1
SOS May Se.
heavy duty.18,090 miles.
barn: Tobacco base
-,753-61.
•
bedroom br4e1T-Aintrzner
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
Murray, Kentucky
Super Single tires. -YOUNGBLOOD'S
available. Located N. W. 197 JEEPCJ-5 black
on beautiful wooded lot
Residentlot-Commercrol
436-2586 or 436-5348.
ROOFING. Commercial
4,000,00 firm. Call 753Murray. Phone
of
EN HAZEL-double wide
with chrome slotted
near the university.
Interior-Exterior
and
residential.
7981.
General
Realty,
753Kopperud
:
mobile home on 14 acre
wheels, new mud tires, 6
Owners transferred and
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
-Roll
carpentry. 10 years
Spray-Brush
1222 or visit our office at
/
2 bath
lot. 3 bedroom, 11
cylinder, 4
speed
want quick sale. Home
exterior.
Also
dry
experience,
wall
Torino.
Call
759-1524
FORD
Grand
1973
Furniture-910m
In
Shop,
Spraying
of
Yard
711
Main.
with central heat. Beat
transmission. $3850. Call
has economic natural
finishing. 10 years exafter 5 p.m.*
1500.00 or best offer. Call
Parking.lot Striping
the high cost of living
7534847.
gas heating, fireplace, JUST LISTED - Inperience. Call 436-2563,
753-2300.
while enjoying over 900
fenced backyard and
No Job Too Large or Too Small
Ralph Worley.
vestment Property.
.. an
sq. ft. of living area. Call
1976 WHITE CUTLASS
much more. Priced to
1966 OLDSMOBRE, in
apartment building . . .
We Are Fully Insured
Wilson Ins. & RealSupreme, bucket seats,
---ifonditiat
- v. $175.
FENCE SAL -at Sears
At.e_Lei-vArartmenta -Ow 2
Estate 753-32B3 anytime:.
AM-FM,
wheels.-CATS'
KOPPER/JD REALTY;-- garage
now'. Call Doug Taylor
- Call 753-0744.
apartments.
753-0757 or 7534608.
753-1222 We are working
at 753-2.310 for free
Excellent location QUALITY SERVICE
hard to provide the best
CHEVROLET
- for your
1976
zoned B-2. Loretta Jobs 1975 SILVER Cougar XR7
--Guy Spann Realty
possible service to- you.
Company
Inc. Air con7
753-1492.
Corvette,
Realtors,
loaded.
Fall
with maroon interior,
16Yor Kwy ft<1,40n01../Eyhyredition sales and ser527-3188 or 527-3664:
bucket seats, automatic
/53-7724
MOBILE HOME 'ANModern sheet
vice.
INC4ME PROPERTY Murray, Ily.
901 Sycamore
on
the
floor,
factory
AM-- CHORS," underpinning,
Thruman
department.
metal
Pujclom&
Established
in
business,
.I-...FM 8-track and factory
1-972:---0080 - _ GRAND
f--patio
awnings and roofs
Estate
Real
"Wlsehart
Larry
Insurance &
outstandthlrlocation.
Torino. Laded with
mags, white Walls,
sealed, white or silver.
753
President.
'
Phone
Southside Court Square
Don't hesitate. Opextras.
$1050.
Priced at
power steering and
ON HIGHWAY 121 West'
-Call Jack Glover, 753Murray, Kentucky
portunity of a lifetime.
Must sell. Call 436-2502
brakes. Call, 75S-1419- or
•
stone house and large
1873 after 5 or weekends.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
759-1171.
or
-4451753
753-8273 after 5:00.
shaded lot. Call 489-2110.
753-140.
reeP
1958 CORVETTE 327.375
1972 MG, good conditions
337:
N ropllar-Senton
1100.00
firm.
Call
753automatic, needs paint.
SOUTHWEST
MURRAY. IMMEDIATE
6564 after 5 p. m.
Call 354-6206.
POSSE&SION. Will rent with option to purchase
to qualified buyer. This brick home is in excellent conditiOn;lill rooms are-large egpetially
The Henry E. Elliott House and Lot located at 502
REALTY
the kitchen which would be most convenient for
OLDIE BUT GOODIE
Pine Street in Murray will be sold at public auction
the up coming holidays, 3 bedrooms, den, one
7538E25
527-1468
413 N.6th St.
on Thursday, November 10, 1977, at 2.30 o'clock 11.
bath, utility area. Call collect at 527-1441 for
OAINELL COPE BROKER
m
at
the
above
address.
One of those homes that will be here when we've gone.
more details.
This sale is .being conducted by Uae.Personal
Good-in town-location on a largAlot with gArtlen_s2,ot.
44. lots For Sale
Representative in order to settle the estate. No mainiainence, aluminum siding exterior with tongue
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. A lovely home in
LARGE LOT on 121 West
Terms of the sale will be for cash upon delivery of
& groove walls under dry wall & panelling along with
prestige area. Just lit miles south of Kentucky
natural gas & fireplace make this very economical. To see
deed within five(5) days following sale date.
has 30 x 60 block barn,
Dam. 4 spacious bedrooms, 2b2 baths, family
this or others call or come by
A representative of the estate will be present at
could be used for some
room with fireplace, large formal living room,
PAY MORE? WHAT FOR?
the house for two.,shours prior to time of sale for
type of business. Call
dining room, breakfast nook attached garage,
This
fine
3 bedroom brick home offers the things
prospective bidders to inspect the property.
489-2110.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
large entrance foyer, large closets and so many
so important today in determining value and
A minimum bid will be announced by the
other extras. Priced -$52,500.00.
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
living comfort. A den big on space perfect for
45. Farms For Sale
representative of the estate at the beginning of the
759-1 707 or 759-1 71 6
relaxation
or
entertainment,
baths
(one
is
2
full
sale.
.c-ALLOWAY.COUNTY. GOOD INVESTMENT
WEST OF MURRAY - 36
off master bedroom), large kitchen with all apwhen
IN THE TIME
everyone is searching for
acres, 49 acres, 77 acres,
pliances, central heat and air, and occupancy is
that small acreage to build on or just save. 13
or 85 acres. Call 489immediate! Located in Bagwell Manor. Try to
acres all fenced, 2 new ponds and a barn. Also, 2
2110.
match this for only $37,300.
bedroom mobile home with living room, kitchen,
For
Sale
46.Homes
bath, central heat and air and all basic furniture.

79
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QUALITY

Price $26,600.00.

ERICKSON REALTY
COMPANY
603 Main Street
Benton, Ky.
521-1441, day or night

While the children are OW playing in the large fenced in
backyard. you can enjoy the inside amenities of this fine
home. This three bedroom, two bath home has low cost
central gas heat for an inexpensive winter heating bill.
The dancing flames and the smell of a pine or oak log
burning in the fir4place will make you want to stay home
on chilly nights and enjoy vote fireplace The owner is
leaving town so you can felebrate the Thanksgiving
hoiday in your new home. Gall Pam Rodgers at 753-7116
or our office for more ir4mation on this excellent
home.
I

•"

753_7531

10511,1251. Street

REAL ESTATE

THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
Warren gerocishire 753-877
Audro Moody 753.9036
B. B. Nook 753.2387

Barbary/11641753-41n
- %am Mealy 753-1004

Ilaiser Abase 7517519

alphabetized page will run
h(Tis weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for andy reference)

0.

410

OS

.

•

FREE
,
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,Silver Fish
& Shrubs

•

..
Are
753-1441

•

4,64,4
•
•

.

Kelly's Termite & Pest Control
100S. 13th St.

753_3914

Murray,Ky.

Police
753-1621
1

YOU FINISH and save three 3 bedroom houses
under construction. Buy
when finished on outside
or contractor will give
price finished. Call 4892110.

Vote For Me
Friends and Neighbors...As I humbly stand before you. I
would like for you to consider me as your nest home. I
have 3 bedrooms, I own 1% acres in the ritelfn not in
perfect shape hut then_who is? _ If you will give me your
confidence, I will spend the rest of my fife making you a
comfortable place to live

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CAMARO SS, 350
automatic, extra nice. B
Allis Chalmer tractor,
plow and cultivator. Call
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.

1200 _Sycamore
.

ZVI
ore"
fp
kiIic

After Hours.
Loretta lobs.
Helen Spann Bill Payne - 753-9794

1974 LINCOLN Mark IV

•

Refinishing &
Custom Ruin Furniture

Quality Service
Company

502-492-B837

Heat Pump
Specialists
Modern Sheet Metal
8. Service Departments.'

Hwy.641
6 Miles South

Hinman9s
Rentals
Boom eanlea, ado, sinver.
mem oral concrete tools end

itc.

753-5703

Jerry McC,oy, Owner
& Operator

753-9290

)2N.6

18th Street
Murray.

Taber S
Body
Shop
24 HOW'
Wrecker Service
753-31 34

753-6177
130-1 Chestnut _
Murra).Ky .

1

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Radio Cab
corylparl

PRINTING 753_5131
WinCheSter

Poison

Services

Control

IeS

BreocIA
753-8668
Glenda s m.'', 733-1499
ludy lobrnsfin -074406

f

r

,3-1492

1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, excellent buy. Call 7534331.

OIERRy'S

Carriere

!MIC

753_010

Realtor
505 Main Street
r
Murray
Pam Rodgers 753-7116
Brice Ratterree 753-5921
Bob Rodgers 7534116
Linda Drake 753-0492
Roy Folsom 753-8857
Tim Graves 436-/321

Dial-A-Service

BOYD-MAJOR

753-8080

ENERGY
CONSERVATION home
nearing completion.
Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2"
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen with all builtins. Lots of closet space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
6 p.m.

ON CATALINA

John C. Neubauer

FOR SALE BY OWNER
- 3 bedroom house.
Near University. Priced
in 20's. Call 753-8726
after 5 p. m.

Center

753-5397

Calloway County .
Rescue Squad

102 North 4th Street

753-6952

MORRAY,-KENTUChtle

753-7588
_

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
... 274 HoOrAService
vveek
Days

Phone
753-5351 _
S
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Marshall, McCracken Counties
Vote On School Building Taxes
sidized in some manner..
already beyond capacity.
It) The Associated Press
VoterS will be asked-to approve a tax.
If McCracken County is to fake adKentuckians go to the polls Tuesday
10 cents per $100 of valuation to keep
of
kinvantage of state funds to add
t_(..! elect state and local officials and
the .hospital open and help finance
district judges and vote yes or no on a -.dargartea programs, additional
ambulance servke.
classrooms will have to be available by
state constitutional convention, but in
In Fulton County, where the county
the beginning of the 1979-80 school year,
some areas that won't be all.
the city of Fulton currently pay for
and
officials say.
In some places voters will be asked to
ambulance service,the city of Hickman
approve taxes for schools and amMoney raised from the special
has voted not to provide funds.
bulance services as wdl
...builidinglundaeoubthamaad taxemovale_
74*-fIsent cam+ and city of Fulton
- clio
'
-drofticiafs in ?vrcertiCken Countythe schools and add the needed rooms,
a countywide tax so Hickman
favor
- say they need to assess residents 10
officialssay.
residents Will share the burden equally.
centaper $100, of assessed valuation to
The proposed 5-cent per-WO-Valuation
Marshall County voters also will be
get money for a special building fund to
tax will be on the ballot Tuesday.
asked to approve a school building fund
increase space in the county's
Fulton_ County Judge James Meenes
eentsper$100_valuation. _
- --has said if the tax fails the countywide
Marshall County school officials say
County School Supt. Bill Brown has
ambulance service will have to be
if the tax is approv,ed,the money will be
said there is. no additional space
discontinued:or operated by volunteers.
for
construction
and
used
various
available in any of the six elementary
In neighboring Hickman County,
maintenance projects, including
schools, and some of the schools are
voters will be asked to approve a tax of
building a gymnasium at Marshall
4 cents per 6100 of assessed valuation to
County High School.
maintain ambulance service.
Marshall County voters, however,
An ambulance-tax question will also
have rejected tax proposals for that
be on the ballot in northeastern Kenpurpose on two previous occasions.
Continued From Page 1)
tucky.
In Trig'County, voters are being
campus housing area.
to.Boyd Countyyoters will be
asked to increase taxes to benefit both
:three volunteer firemen also were
6-cent-per-$100 valuation tax
a
-approve
the
the
and.
area
warn
Hospital,
Trigg
to
County
They
in,
killed.
were
the
.
ofMurra,y
the
at
held
ceremonies.were
Ribbon cutting and formal opening
SECURITY FEDERAL HAS OPEN1NG
to provide lag-range suPpOrt fortlie
county,s ambulance service.
residents that' a creek meandering
to right,
fice of Security Federal Savings and loan Association Saturday. Participating in the ribbon cutting were, left
ambulance service now run by Ashland have
the
Hospital
said
flood
trusted
•
was
gage:
campus
near
through
of
Chamber
Murray
front row, Reid Hearn, exeetitive vice president of Security federal: Leonard Vaughn of the
and Boyd County.
not
have
if
will
close
to
stiba
hospital
was
screaming
and
awful
"There
this
Federal;
Commerce, Jason Wright who cut the ribbon; Larry Wright, vice president and branch manager of Security
of
said
ripping
Stacy,
metal,"
Bill
the
Mayor john E. Scott, and Eldon Gardner, director of Security federal. Second row, Tommy Walker, associated ad19, who lived in a mobile home with his
visor; Mrs. Larry Wright, Mrs. David Wright, Randy Wright, Mrs. Dan Miller and Dan Miller, associate advisor, Back
parents, two brothers and a sister. "It
row, Mr. Hearn, Dr. J. D. Outland, associate advisor; Ralph Nelson, consultant; Mrs. David Meredith. Not pictured is
is a miracle, but we all got out,and my
(Continued From Page 1)
McCutcheon
Gene
by
Photo
Staff
Howard Worley, a director of Security Federal., •
parents helped hunt for the bodies
later."
questions Dr. Henley's affiliation with Morgan, Nancy McClure, Joe ThomThe dam, built by the college about
Murray State University.
1940, was last,inspected three days ago,
pson, Dewey Ealey, John F. Shendock,
said Bible College president Kenn
Dr:Henley,42,counters,,sayincthere
William Pratt and Preston Oliver.
Oppennan. He did not say who conare "no particularly valid or legitimate Traditionally the top vote getter in
ducted the inspection.
issues" in his race against Chrisman. Hazel is named mayor of the city. Cy
lie Says he'll have the time with a Miller, the current mayor did not seek
Opperman Said the only - previous
teaching load cut at Murray State. He reelection.
problem in his four years in office
water
when
ago,
year
a
about
occurred
also calls Chrisman's contention that
Countians tomorrow will also face a
C.
D.
WASINGTON,
affiliation with Murray State will in- question on the ballot, whether Or not .
Twenty-nine Members of spilled over the dam and caused some
fluence how he acts on certain issues as voters are in favor of calling a conCongress, including House $100,060 damage, mostly to roaas and
"reiculous."
vention to rewrite Kentucky's ConAssociate Whip Carroll land.
Mayor- Roy Gaines said three of the
stitution.
WASHINGTON AP - the only Kentuckian on the to utility rates.and natural gas Hubbard (D-Ky.), introduced
'----Going-4nto the final days before the_
had- been
House and Senate conferees conference committee.
.prices, he said:- -a -resolution last 'Thursday city's four water - mains'
i man has also questioned ,A hest of state and county officials
election, Chris
He
water.
the
rampaging
damaged_
by.
into be,election.
The
will probably spend the rest of
hal;
committee
Ford said the conference which seeks to declare the
the county's Democratic Executive . are.unQPIXXLell.toing
number are
their
Among
the month hammering out a scheduled all-day sessions, committee has adopted an recent agreements and' urged , residents to conserve water.
tomorrow.
advertisements
it's
and
Committee
•
for
unopposed
Imes
"Kenny"
bill for a national energy starting today, to try to work amendment he proposed that proposed Panama Canal People from outlying areas' brought
Kenneth
urging voters to-stick with a full party
plastic jugs filled with water from their
program, according to Sen. out a bill agreeable to both would allow synthetic natural Treaty null and void.
a repeat term as state repersentative in
slate.
for distribution.
'Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
chambers. Ford_ cancelled _a gas, made_from coal, "tii be
The 29-co-sponsors of-House wells into Toccoa
- Two citywide races will name the Fifth Representative District.
Busbee urged Carter on Sunday night
"We probably won't vote on trip to Panama so he can take considered as natural gas and Concurrent Resolution (HCR)
Calloway County's current county
members of both Hazel council and
the final package until the part.
Sid Easley is unopposed in a
attorney
when economically feasible to 378 include both Democrats to issue a disaster declaration for the
Murray Common Council.
were
The committee is still be put in interstate pipelines.
first of December,": said Ford,
and Republicans from all over area; saying ,that problems
voting bid to fill the new office of district judge
of
option
an
have
Murray's
In
"beyond the capability of the state and
reviewing provisions under
"The amendment also the country.
for 12,..persons at large even though the for Calloway and Marshall Counties.
_
localgovernmentsto alleviate"
--mhieh-industries-and ntilities--enables plants- to • receive
Others county officials unopposed for -.
378,
)
-Continenting (NCR
cburibills-split into two wards;A and B:
The college, established in 1907, had
will convert from other fuels certification to use synthetic Hubbard
election-tomorrow are:
the
-"This
said.
cansix
to
up
for
vote
Citizens can
to coal, Ford said in a recent natural gas they obtain from resolution prohibits the about 450 students living on campus.
-Robert 0. Miller, county judge
ward.
each
in
didates
telephone interview.
their own sources," Ford said'. President from conveying, Another 100 commuted to classes. The
executive; Miller came off a close race
faculty numbered about 50.
Stephen
A
Ward
In
Republicans
"I think the conference
Primary to win his fourth term as
or
cedipg.
relinquishing.
.intbe
"This is one of the'things
' About-250 students---- lived in the
Yarbrougfi and Irma Lei P011efte are county judge.
committee is moving at a
I've been preaching," he said. otherwise transferring any campus area along Toccoa Creek, fed
running along with Democrats Buel
.much slower pace than hoped
-Max Parker, county • attorney;
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Sen. Ford tays:

Hubbard Backs

House, Senate, Will Probably
Take Month To Hammer Out Bill
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Johnny Spann Dies
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Rites Here Today

STOCK MARKET

VOTE FOR THREE NEW FACES ON TUESDAY
- INTELLIGENT LEADERSHIP FOR THE FUTURE
NEW FACES - FRESH
LEADERSHIP

John C. Neubauer,

Stephen 1. Yarbrough,

HOW YOU CAN VOTE FOR All
THREE

THINK ABOUT IT!:

Hog Market

By Kenny Imes
At election time, and up to ttle very minute you cast
your vote, the influence of other people has had some
sort of effect on you. Remember that. It's important!
And if you have ever thought the people in government
exercise too much influence, remember another thing.
Government is one thing and one thing only. PEOPLE!
If and when we think people in government have too
much influence, we have ourselves to blame. We, the
voters, have far more influen-ce than they. OUR votes
influence THEM.
to
the
NOT
in governway
influence
people
The best
ment is simply to stay away from the polls. But, when
you DO vote, whether it be for men orissues, you -cast
YOUR influence. Obviously, before you can influence
people in government, you have to influence yourself to
vote.
• ,
The attempted influence by others before election
can be accepted or rejected by you. When you stand in
front of the silent, secret voting booth or in front of the
whirring voting machine. YOU are the one who is loins
the influencing. Be an infulential! VOTE' Cast_ YOUR
influence!

Federal State Market News Service
November 7,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receiptr---Act. 1306 Fst. 700 Barrovrs &
GiRs .25-.75 lower Sows steady - 1.00
lower decline on wts. under 450
US 1-2203-230 lbs. .
03.00-38.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. .
.
$37 75-38.00
. $36 75-37.75
US 2-4 240-26011r
US 3-4 260-280 Itc
115.75-36.75
Sows
US 1-2770.350 Ita
$31.00-3100
US 1-3300-50011a
029 50-31 00
US 1-3 560.650 lbs $32 nn-rt 50few 34 00
US 2-3 300-50011a
$29 00-30 00
Boars 24 50-77 On

Fait Fila Service
At Big Discount

DEVELOPIMG
!or
loll Pay 00
Prints
Good
Iola
FILM, FLASII CRIES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES
Artcroft Studios

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411.-4

- its

T.

11.11.4
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DO YOU NEED A RIDE TO THE
POLLS?

you can vote foratt three of these candidates. Simply pull all three levers in
column 2 (two) on the voting machinge.
These candidates are concerned with the
progress and well planned growth of
Murray. We need ao active two party
system in Murray so the voters can have
a choice If you are ready for a change.
NOW is the time to voice your opinion.
Volt for IRMA LA FOLLETTE, JOHN C.
•
• NEUBAUER, AND STEPHEN 1. VAR.
•
• BROUGH for fresh lew leadership on
• the CITY COUNCIL OF MURRAY.

If You need a ride to the polls
tomorrow you can call us at 753-0101.
Voting is a great privilege - not a
boring task So please take the extra
few minutes to cast your vote no matter
what your choice may be.
FOR A RIDE TO THE POttS CAR 1530101 EXERCISE YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT AND VOTE ON
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1977.

Irma G. La Follette,
70111 Repsiblicae candidate ler CO Cava Undinned wort - Urn el Mo.. &rod. awl -ale Uoi;
hired teacher Inv Ol• U larvid at Murray Middle
Scheel Pal Net Monty Wommis Club Past Cm. KV
Div. Sinew on herds or Civic Mesic,
WC
Needline, Humane Society, Murray Nutrition, leave of
Woman Voten, Red Cross MospNal Vahonett West By
Allied Smite Comm. MCC Diabetic Assoc

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

FOR RESPONSIBILITY ON YOUR CITY COUNCIL, ELECT PROVEN BUSINESS AND
CIVIC LEADERS, WHO ARE LONGTIME CITIZENS OF MURRAY AND CALWWAY
COUNTY!
C.
_

•

•
•

•

-
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_

_

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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•

•
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